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This is a final report presenting findings and.recommogndations of two studies
begun in. 1968. The,fifst is a study cif factors aiding and hindering the achieve-
ment of economic, independence, especiatly.Phrough the Work Incentive Program, of
female headed households. The...data arp.Arawn from a three wave panel study (1969,
1)70; 1973) initiated with 438 matrifocaliouseholds supported through AFDC and

matrifocal-hoe aiholds supported by the earnings of the mother ih Camden, New
J,ersey. The AecoAd is a study of,poverty"considered as a breakdown between family
and economy ind of family'orgonization.in relation to participation in the economy*

. The data ft6m this pecon8 stufly are, drawn from A two4wave panel .study
with 723 14w- income men and 414 of heir Mates InCamden in 1973 and 1974., Recow
mendationaare offered from the WIN program and other programs engaged in the pro -
4sion of work training, employment aeryicia and income maintenance.
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To Jack Newman
--from idea to action

11P.
4

4

1

To remedy the frequent distresses of%thd common people;
the poor laws of England have been instituted; but it
is to be feared, that though they may haye alleviated-.
a littld the intensity of individual misfortune, they

4 hove spread "the general Avilover a muctvlarger surface.
Wiz& a subject often started in coilversation...that
nowithstanding" theimmense sum that is annually collected
for the poor in England, there.is.still so.much distress
among them. Some think the money must be embeziled,
othexs that the church-ardens and overseers consume the
greater part.of it, in dinners. All agree that somehow
or other it must be illmanaged. Dot p man who sees a
little below the aurface of things would be very much
aaTinhed if the fact were otherwlie than it is observed
to

Thomas Robert Malthus,
PopuiaEion: Thq First Essay

1
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` AN PC414/NATION 07 THE WIN THESIS '

.t

EXECUTIVE SUWARY

SIX YEARS /N.= LIVES OF THE.1.14POVERISHED:"

.

.
.

,

The Work Incentive Program, established by the 196 amendments
.

to the Social
. 1.

Security Act, concentraeed, primarily,. on the program f Aid to Dependent Children.
.

,, . .
.

The 'study reported hare examined the relation,Of the e female-fteaded ionseholds ,w
,

!
.

.

backdrop,the economy."' Two questions foit a r to the quiry t' the relation of del- .
a , , I

, - .

:

;fire and work policy to fam4littibility;. the relit on if any,
1

.betweett welfare,
. .

employment, and training policies and family'authorlity :structure'. ' 1

1

A panel of welfare and of working mothers, all heads' of hbusehOld, enjoying,.

l'

!roughly the same income and living in Camden, New Jersey was detected it 1968 and -

interviewed in 1969, 1970, and 1973. About 70% of the respondents ar:11a4.,
1

.

;
.

4

$

A

Dates of .Interviews

t 1969

1970 373 85

;d; 1973 291 61

e

life responses of the interviewee demonstrate,4 above all, that despite the
. 0

.indignities. of poverty, motherhood is fulfillment for these welfare women as it
4

Number of Interviewees

Welfare Mothers Working Mothers

438 102

4

Is, apfiat been, for, women throughOut the world. All of these, women have been wives
. s .

,1' . ,

or *tea, husbands, current or poteitial, are not the foCus of their lives..' Yet,
..

4.,
.....

.

Three quartertf.of pie welfare and nine of ten of the working women have tried Mar-
: i' t Iti . .

1

.

4.,

"4 riagc btt..hive. bien.separated or divorced. A few, are widova.6.2lost did ;not remarry.
...c....

'

1...i
f

l

itk'tbetermination of the relationshi6"with the fathers of their children,
.. ::'-. .

10 1..

. . th ebe womep
.

bep ame he a ds of .household and 0 tent/ally,' welfare dependent. Thre
... ".. .

' .0.

.
t

t
t., .
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i
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t . S.

is no evidp hce that males abandon these homes Co enable the women to improve their
%

welfare income.: Their reasons are those generally giVen to account-for marital
4 . . .

.

dissolution Li American culture: their mates established anothezwyelationship and/
r

,,

.
or thge were disagreements. Alcoholiem or the.death of the ma te was mentioned in.-

a few cases. No working mothers.but some welfare mothers, reported that their mate

'''''
. had /been sent to jail, were on drupe. physically abused them, or had children by

another person.

40,
;

.1.he "choice" of matrifocality on the part-of these welfare add working mothers

is not patterned after parental arrangemetits,..at least, not explicitly. Some thiee-
?

fourths of all these women reported that their ,patents were married and livingo-:t

gether when they were six.

Their living conditIgnirare crowded, but Ta extremely so. The modaibegart-,
*

meat hislou'r,.five,or six rooms, depending more'on family size than on Jamie

level. Working families have fewer children and, thus, a slightly higher per capita

income. Welfare families, having more children, spend proportionately more for

, .

housing anefood. Working families spend relatively more on items related t,ihe

world outside the home--on transportation and on clothing.=

Welfare mothers with small, children prefer,

relative, friend, or neighbor provide child care

center. Child care is but one Of many occasions

,
. .

if they work, to haveinAiplt

rather than a nhrsery toi. daycare

which tie these.tr.u4cated house-
.

holds to a rather extensive kinship%etwork. Forty fivcpercent a.tie-welfare
, . . ..

, 1
,

-
and thirty five percent of the working mothers can name que.or,Oie living relatives

.. '

to whom they could turn for help.\ ,4'." '

,.. ,

Hardly .ten percent Of these woiei.are involvedliinegghbor400d,'political, or

*welfare rights organizations. voting is the principti ,political' activity.. The
.

church is the predominant comeisnity institution iniwhich.these respondents partici-
.-

'pate. Most of the respondedts are native to the ace$,."4. minotity are migrants

.
.-,.

. .

, 0-

i 7
..

..-

7 ' °
; ...

.. ,,-. :\:; . .

from Southern states.

4 ,1
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In 1969, the average monthly income of the sampled welfare women was $332 and

of, the working women $396. In 1973, after a period of currency inilatiOn, the

former had an income of $411 and the latter of $446. The income of the welfare

women increased more rapidly than did thatof the workihg women, not because of an

increase in welfare payments but because of their increasingiability to supplement

welfare with earned income. In 1969, welfaie'immen, received About three-fooiths -

of their income from welfire. A bit less than half of the remainder was earned,

small "amounts being received from children's earnings, social security, insurance,

and pensi payments. Occasionally some atiliyupport payments and, here and there,

some gifts were received. By 1973, their welfare payments increasg_slightly, and

they were eart1ing a thud of their income.
,,

*Nelfare abusers., thoSe who lie

in ure, or use the money for liquor

to obtain welfare,misiepoit welfare or work

or gambling, are Judged harkhly by about a

third of the welfare and half of the working women. 'Working and associating with

workers goes together. Being on welfare was not then related'to an anti-work

ideology as much as it was related to e,pro-household or pro-motherhood ideology.

Organized job training programs offer a way of crossing the boundary into the-

occupational economy. WIN training has an outreach aspect, drawing in some who

would not
4

otherwise find their, place in the labOr, market. By 1973, some three-

fifths of the welfare and a quarter of the working women had had contact with WIN.

About a.tenth of the welfare wow, had completed the WIN program. ,

A second panel study of low-income households with both an adult,man and &III/4

adult woman was designed to learn how households become female-headed and how the

character of family structure and'fabily'authority influences-its relatia to-the

economy. A population was selected consisting of 713 low income males in Camden,.

, New Jersey; of whom 563 were maintaining a serious relationship with &woman. Theie

723 men and 414 of their mates were interviewed in 1973, and in 1974, 43 men and

214 Wen were reinterviewed.

8
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Fifty-five percent of the men and 47% of the women identify as black. 'About

a third Of each group was Arer thirty4t she time of 'the interview, and about a
.0

-third was in their lowetwopties or even, younger.

About -half were born in CamdenCounty. Those who migrated to Camden arrived,

typically, either with both parenti or with their own mates and-children, or they

arrived as single adults. Almost none, including the women, came as single parents.

The families became =trifocal in Camden.

About half of the "mated" respondents completed high pchool, a higher propor-.

tion than that of their parents. Their education and work hiatories4/ere a record

of paths into the skilled and unskilled labor force. Some of the women "dropped

out" of school to marry and some to care for their children. Practically all the

men had a full-time job after high school, usually as operatives-or semi-skilled

workers. Job search informatibn for both men and their mates is largely provided

by friends an4 teiatives.

_..

Generally, these couples agree that disabled or ill men are not expectid to

work. Relatively few respondents countenance Withdrawal from the job market,by

individuals having difficulty finding a job due to laiscrimination or to their own.

lack of education or lack of will to'wo'k.

Few in this*population reject the !. ee of lemma working, at least under sertain'
. -

. . , .

conditions. Both the man and the woman generally agree that a woman may work when"

the family needs money and the man cannot find a job. ...rypici.J. earnings of the men
0

J.r
are between $400.and $700 in the month prior to the 1973 interview. The women

earned between $200 and $400. With inflation, mat typically earne4 between $500 and

400 in the month' preceding the 1974 leterview. Mbik and income are not always

regular.. In 1974, about a quart:erof the *households received some'public assistance.

About half own their own homes, and about half of the population lives in.six
.

or more rooms. Four out ot five have a television. Almost half' of the men indi-

vidually or with their mates have i savings account; é tHird a checking account. A
.

.9
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sixth have savings bonds. ltd a quarter carry credit garde: Two-thirds of the

own a car, and a third ow a house, though half of their, care have a bo slue

bilow $900. Like most Ameticans, they are in debt. A third owe mo ey to b nke.

1As many are in debt to a finance company and department stores. On in'five owes

money to a doctor or a hOspital. Asked how they might raise' $500'quickly, half

would first ask a relative and half would approach:a bank..

As with matrifocal households, above, religionis the predominant center of

social /ife--conditio4ng both their household and their friendship circles. Poli-

tical participation is meager. Half had voted in an election in the three years
4

before the interview.
'4

Typically, the current relationship began during adolescence or early adulthood.

About a third of the men chose women agleighteen or younger. More than half of $

- the men want more-children. Half of those not married at the time of the intervie1,

say they expect to halmarried-in the next five years.
-

Abbut-one-third of the nen were not with the same mateaby the time of .the 1974

401
reinterview. The stabiliky,pf the man /woman relationship is a key to the stability

otthe relation of the family to the economy, specifically, to maintaining support

bf those, not working in the economy. Most respondents affirm the importance of

their relationship with their mates and with their children, but they do not always

sgree.with their mates on whodominates their relationship., The rule seems bo,be,

that men have relatively more control cower decisions about sexual relations and

about major economic matters. Woben are in:chargeof consumer matters, social life,
A

and child On every measure, black families are more,patriaxchal than white

families.

Following are a selection of the findingt:and Recommendations offeied
1. e

larger report.

,10
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--On the WIN Prove&

FINDINGS

. Husbandless motherd, in this study, may be divided on the basis of their-
commitmenr-to either a troditionalist or'modernizing life'style.., These life
styIeware determinants of WIN program paiticipatiin; work behavior and atti-
tudes toward the family..

.

'

,

. . y. .

. Moderniing, wobei. at-Elmore likelj-to"work in jape and white collar "Mod-
ernizim".occupations. And this work promotes a modernizing life style.

.

members,of AFDC cohorts polarize, sole attaining economic independence
and.othets remaining dependent. The WIN program, by laciiitaiipg career _

development Of.modernizews; is enmeshed in this polarization proceis. /
., 4 -

.,
...

. ,
The WIN seleftion process Is one of "negotiation', between' clients and

the agency. . ' 0.,
,

,

Bq seledting for training,the moat competent and those already on their
way to modernizing, the WIN agency selects for its own success, The WIN pro-
gram is a rallying point for modernizers.

A-largfaMily is moue of a'deterrent to WIN participation than is tespon-
.

'sibility for pre-school children.

. Blac1C7:;}t women are more likely than white women to invited to par- ..

ticipatwin WIN training in this particular study population.'
.

. - . .

. . Catholic blacks are more' likely than Protestant blacks*to be invited to 0

participate in WIN training programs but, ultiMaiely, are less likely to *
enter training., I

C '. ,, 0
..

I

WIN - trained mothers become more modernized, activistic, and socially :.% --

mobile than do low-income working mothers who have not.gone through the
, , .

..program. .

.

--On Women In the Labor Force
_ .

_.
.

: ,.

Absenceof a father depresses the childientsleval of achievement because
it deprives them of his resources, not because it implies cultural deprivation

.. . . 4,

Higher levels of education do not tranalate directly into higher levels Aof
earning for these women. -The-higher earnings of the better educatedrestlt from
-working more rather than from higher wages.'

i.,

% . I a

.
. ? ,0 ' '41L'

the benefits of eddentional attainment Yor economic independence -are most :"

clearly derived 'when education is followed by labor force participition. .
/

:2I

.

. . a
,. Vocational training alone 'foal not have as much influence on latter job (.

, success or earnings' as does graduation from high school with more general(
.

academic.aducation.' 9, . , -

Sr e

r

;$
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.

. .
I. . .

. _
. . , ..

Participation in, the secondary sector of the-labor market tends tb /reduce .

. the probability that a recipient will be employed in the future.
.

Females with an "authentic feminine gender identity,".rarher than those
identifying with malts, are more likely to tnOrthe labot force. These are
working'women in the traditional sense of the rural women working in the fields.

- .

.a

Tge sex - typing of 'work roles is less of s barrier.io women, entering the

labor fprce than is the, sex4iyping'of household roles. The transition to mod-
.

ernizing work roles fovwomen begins with changes,* family roles.

Chirecteristics of a woman's friends: and relatives have,p more immediate
influence on her labor-force partigipation than do her attitudes toward work
and welfare.

Religious affiliations exe the primary crucibles of economic aspects of
life style of this population.

.

Increased involvement in work on the par t of femsleheads-of-hbusehold
bps an ant rnatal effect. Contrariwise, the anticipation of a larger family

'is associated with a decline in economic.inderrandence.

= --On Men'In the Labor Force
.s.

, .
.

. .
,

. The-geater their fathers';authority in the household, the more likely
are the *cons to advance socioeconomically: However, the greater their fathers'
authority, ths...re likely were the daughters to be on Welfare.

... .

, . .

A small family of origin is more important than stability of that fimily
in generating work and income forsons among young White,. Family dtability -.

is' more significant than side of family for young blacks.

The major factor generating.sutcess, employment, and income for whites is
the father's occupation; while it ii'educatiPP for blacks.

.

--On Familids
4

, Among men, delay:of marriage and parti delay of fatherhood are con- ' .

ducive tosocioeconomic euccess. Adolescent anntonmon laumerriages, nearly
.. always fertile; are the'most enduring the women in this study population form.

dor
.

. -
. .

'Women who enter their first serious relationship before age eighteen as
compared with those beginning later have a'stronger commitment to bearing and
rearing children., Eventually, they will bear and rear larder families.

P-:Il. 0 . / 1
.

' Women who marry eglyeport more marital conflict in general, and in
- particular, 'mote figh4pg over adultery, more sexual problems, and more-problem

with dtugs and alcohol. The termination of adolescent relations is more likely
. to be accoriPinied.by quarreling and violence than is the termination of.relations..

. , . initiated later . 1 '

.

. .

12
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No case was discovered in whichfamily.dissolution,was traced to the possi-
bility of increased welfare income for theemalehead-of,household. ,

. , .

' Black 1161 Puerto Rican households are more patrierchalin social decision
making than white house1451dt.- - .

s

.
.

-Patriarchal authority inillemily social decisions is.assoaated.with rusted
participation by boo vaeoa.in political and other forms of community life and
with concentration on family life. Matriarchal family orgadimation emerges as
the mates' attention is drawn to the Nilde arena pf community life. _: .,

.,.

. The greater the significance of.theLlemily.for the male, the more the ten-
4 deny toward patriarchal authority in-the domain ofinstruMental decisions.

. AR ° to
Family expenditure budgets reflect life styles through their choices of

goods and nerviness. Traditionslly,oriented families inyest more heavily in
`,item's relevant to family. std home /ife Modeftiming families spend more for
'items relating themto activities in the outside world.

1 .

,_,Househole eenergy consumption increases familialrelations,-interactions.
focused around the home, becomi more diversfied --a social complexitylactor

, . . .%
. ,...

... .
:

BOunehold energy consumption ia.decreaaed to-the extent that social disci-
pline is imposed upon the household --a normative factor. ,

s
.

..' ,_

.../ . ... . . ....

Budgetary commitment pp traneportation is proportionately higher far-
working than for Venue Wuaeholda. .

.114fg
. 4' .

*A
. ..

_.
-.4 .

--On the Context f icY -

. t.,

. . Welfare recipients do not constitute a. "comehnity" but are an aggregate of
several social types. Three types Of impoverishedlIPPle,ma/ be dstlpggiehed
according to social institutional source of their misfortune: .

.

.
, . ..

.
. c .

k. Social ouAcasts, for whom:economic success is' but one'of'an array.,
of. forms of iocial'participt(iowndt'easily available to.them.' Their ,

social banishment is a reaulta their'beins.plenedoutaide the rep-

.

*lir social stratification system of society;
.

4 A i
A .

.
-- ''" ;-2,-UneaRl°Yetit Proletarians, ordinarily employeeltiorkera who, because

of eonomic conditions., regional shiftsin industry, or technological ..*
.,. .

change, are displaced from the labor force. Their impoverishment is
traceablefto i mechanism -of the wail systewof production; '.

3.

a

ck . »

3. Abandoned dependents.. Typically, one or'a- few members of a family
en niconomic activity And distributetheitincome to children,:

. .the ciarly, or the disabled,:who are bolpd to them. These depen-
. dent -become. visible tp society when the family transfer system is

intirrApOd.. .
, . .*

4

-/

Poverty, manifest'in leek of resources, is ften but one facet of a failure
of families to participate in the political and ligiousas well as the economic
life ofthe'society. . . 5

.13
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The benefits of labor sre not limited to welfare mothers and should be
extended to middle .class and othei low-income women.,

A
. N .

.Proigrame in domestic management, consumer education and.protection4
family planning; And family life and vocational education VA well as child'
care should not be limited to low-income matrifocal families.

.

Children abov4 fourteen in supported families should be scheduled for
..

work training endleb placement during summers and/or after they terminate

I

. , ..
ix

.

.

.

. t .

The term poverty,used to cover all these.situaniond becomes-less a scien-
tific that' an ideological term. Rather than offering a = gnosis of a 'social

ill, it'is a rallying cry to the national conscience, a symbol around which
r diverse goverimental programs ser7ring diverse populations are coordinated and .

controlled. 4

Work versus homemaking'fOr women may offei a false choice.

Manpower policy needs tailoring for women: workers.

RECOMMENDATIQNS

. - -For the WIN Program

WIN program effectiveness may be increasedby 1) realizing that its AFDC
. :,problem. is due more to the expulsion of a population from society's stratifil.

cacion.System and a breakdown of the familystr,nsfer system than a'failure of
...10he social system of production, and by"23 adapting program for the

foiix classes of welfare women- -the incompetent, the adjusted traditionalist,
the temporary traditionalist, and the modernizer.,

1 . .

t

.

Rehabilitation programs should be developed within the WIN structure and
i

... extended to cover all. "incompetent" welfare mothers.
.

, -

.
; ' Fami %y service.puogros are needed for,"adjusted traditionalists." f

Work training'efforts of WIN should concentrate on the "temporary tradi-'
.

;tiontlists" in transition to modernization.
4 t

; 4

; .o .

Jobs should be avdilible to "modernizers" and with government subsidy,Or
in public service when.requfted.

.

Voluntary deferrment from WIN and similar work training programs.should
be granted nearly automatically in the case of husbandless mothers with four,
or more 'children.

--gor AFDC and Other Populations

\ regular schooling.

I 4

Support cottage industry.

14
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i,
1 .. , . .

, i

Extend the "voucheetprograms to additional people and.purposes apcb;ge
-the purchasa.of clothing.. , .

. 4
... .4-

. . f . .
:Day care sholuid be provided,to mothers who want'to work even if their

occupational status is .tot high enough: to govet the costs: ihe,retionale,
. Air

ft day card mustbe that theeprogrdm ill befieficiel to children and thai;tbe.

motherleemployment cell contribute to her own and,her.childreO's per "-. '

t

growth. .. : .

.
, ....

.

-
,

.

.. .1 -

: . . .:

.

3,4.

Federally sponsored child-care centers shouldnot be preferred over
_locally sponeored ones. 0 ,

, ., 4.

--... . . 4 . a 1'414
i.

'1
h

Sage adjusted traditionalists might offer their_hcimes" se small neighbor -; , "!

hood child COVE centers for the children of working women. T. .

1. .
8 ";...,J.

. Public agenCios that upgiade the employment and:Occupational status of'
.

the mother in intact families should.at the same time upgrade the employment
end octuaptiOnel status of the father.

*

..

.

The EmploymontaL Training Administration should concentrate on facili:

.
.

tating provision of work training by private vendors or by piospettive employers
rather than on m40.ntaining'its owntraiiiingprograms.

,

..

. * J
It is.mpp sufficient to increasethe skill leliel of the unemployed recipi-

eats. Midlafeocielisition policies should be pursued in order to increase the
attractiveness of these recipients to employers.

v
0

*1.

as°4.
f.

individuals with no social and kinship netvidike should receive -special,
services which help them develop networks. .

.

.

. , .,,oz

Generally, from the perspective of the econohn.lidoleacent marriage and
childbearing should be discouraged. But, where serious relationships/are
formed, their stability should be safeguarded. ,

Training and welfare programs should include efforts to fatilitate family
planning among adolescent ,couples. -

4

, .

EmplOyment and welfare policies should consider social arripgements in the
hoo4eholds and in the work places that affect energy consumption.

A Bmployment'and'welfare policy must be developed i.aidem with a national `'

mergyFpolicx and the appropriati organixationil mechanisms establiahed for
doing this. 4 , a

Transportation serving.low-incomeareas should teceive a special subsidy
to enable,it to maintain appropriately frequent service with reasonable fares,
connectirilthe population with places of employment.

,
.

A

--For the LOia Rang..

Weak& limited sector- of- the outcast population as a foctie of efforts tliN0
-develop "community," multi-faceted participation by houeeholde.in economic, po-
litical, teligious,,healitig, educations', family, etc. ectiiiities. Such a com-

,

15
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t

f
400ity,may be developed around en industry as a focue.ofemployment and training

.
-v,effotte. By concentrating on a Tingle industrial sector, a set of linked occu-

pagopsi which link theirAncumbents, could be developed. Transportation, per-
.h4:08%.0tor transportation in particular, may be a candidate industry.'

.4).
-

)
The government phodld establAsi: a long-range planning °lace to,consideF

some. a these issues.

%.

-=The Analyse and Reports'

The analyses upon which these findings and recommendations rest are documented
1,

in: eleven vol s--one an interpretive essay,' "Community Th?4tgh Induatryt" five

.

under the heading of "StUaies'in Mitrifocality" and five more undeitheOleading of

' "Stildies'inFamily and Economy." These studies are lietedqn the Appendix to'the

/final report; 400 :
4 -

-1,4v 1

f'.

WSRDS OF CAUTION

A word of cautionthib study is more wide ranging"` than mOet,Audies of the
. -

4
:

welfare population and of work training programs. Reartheless,-pOligy designers
.

.-4,.0. '
t _

, , .

must supplement thi findings presented here with additional iu/Ormationo the
. ,, .., .

, ,

;substance of 'life in theie populations such as that whAhliensitive field workers
.

. 1 r
.

might dee*ribe; information' on the household.economies, oqeducational facilities,
-

on child-care facilities,sand more inforMat0Obout family lii; than is found .in
- .

. .. . .

, ' 4

this repott.-Neidlesa"ta-say,che ptesine.repdtc,beys almost nothing about the
.

.. w
. . .

, 4 ,:

tcluteXtual cpnations
0

labor markuarkete,.aboutAe.uational economy, about
0 ..e.;,,

x . ton.
4 t.;. rag relations...ant, the.authots haveAr ed co restrain their value -based and

3- -.4 4
ft 41 ; . .

_poltical 3udgments7-something that policy designereAapnot do.

Anothir caution: the:findingt,an4ecommendatione are presented as discrete

1/'
ttitements. l ost are re,levInt for the populitien segments styied: i''few are

.0

Tali:ire* to wide cetegora; of yfrunemployed. Any attempt to implement the rec-

ommendat ne ap discrete policite will.lekd to diappointment. The statements

4
.

r r

/

4,
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. t .
", .:, , ' .

Ai
4_

are not meaningful en'abstracted fromthe cohesive context of community. The
4

(`)

I

first strip is r'aregonstruct community foithis population. Only within such a

coamaunity' co one:begieve that the ihstrumental,''acta.called for here could
/)

produce their anticipatedouicomes.

3

0

I

1'

ti

,
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THE STUDY POPULATIONS
WELFARE ARD WORKING MOTHERS

'

Government, welfare, employment and training programs have been designed to ,

reduce the dependence of individuals, and their households, upon transfer payments
.41.

by enabl4.ng them become self-suptaining. The Work Incentive Program, estsblished

by the 1967 amendments to the Social Security Act, concentrsted,'pFimarilyt on the

J
growing programlof Aid to Dependent Children. .The study r4orted here examined the

relation between the female-headed, or matrifocal, household and the economy Its

purpose is to test some Of the ideas on which the program is based and to recommend

improvements ,in that .program. Two questioni form a. backdrop to the inquiryite
-

relation of welfare and work policy to family stability; the influence, if any, of

policy on family addlority structure.

. _ .

The study was initiated in 19t8 with the selection of a panel of welfare end

of working mothers, heads Of household, enjoying roughly the same income and living

in Camdetn, New Jersey. Welfare mothers were selected stirandom from the rolls of

the'recipients of Aid For Dependent Children in 1969. Working mothers,wire located

at work. All had children but no male regularly.resident.with diem., Members of

this panel were intervieweld4s 1969, 1970, and 1973. The following table shows the

number interviewechand reinterdewed in each wave.

Number of /ntervi el-
.

Welfare Mothers Working Mothers

1969, 438

Datesof Interviews /970 373

.

1973 291

1

65'

61

. .

The claisification of welf$re and Working women follows their status i 960:

By 1973, some had changed their status from welfare to work. Some'wprking mothers

22 .
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.

had become dependent on welfare. One aim of our study was ;0 anct_for that

.
change. .

(
/

'A description of some'external characteristics of this population may be
. .

gleaned froia the'responses of theripterviewees. While the study was framed-in-

terms Of the stability of the parental dyad, it Lathe relation of mothera.to
.

-.., .

'children which is the heart of the matter for the respondents. These mother', . a .

. . ' ..),

struggling as they are to maintain their children, support an anti-contrrceptionist
. .

position: Phrasing it in the religious language. familiar to this population,.some

e
two thirds of the welfate and a quarter of .the working.mother believe that artifi-

.cial birth control might prevent their salvation. This ia not the opinion of
s_

devout Catholics, but of women who, overwhelmingly., are Bapqati and Methodists

and who lived in a Northeast metropolis in 1973. The message is of the significance

of children in their lives, not only of raising and having, but alio of bearing

children. Despite the indignities ;f poverty, motherhood is fulfillment for these

welfare women as it ia, andhas been, for women thrOughout the world. This

intelpretation is borne out in the deed. Better than,half the welfare ands quarter ,

to a third of-the-working women had a child.before the age of 18.

All of these women have n wives or mates. Yet, husbands, current or .

-potential, are not the focus 0 theft lives. Three quarters of the.welfare and nine
-

of ten of the working.women.bave tfied marriage but have ripen Separated-o.i-diyorced.

A few are widows. Most did not remarry. Two thirds Of these women have had but one
pk.

"serious" relationship with a man, the relationship which,produced their@lildren.

One in six of the welfare and one in four of the working women had three-or-more

such relationships. A few, report-as many as four or five..
.

How do"these women live? What is their life style? Whai'is it about their

relationships with men that might hilZin understanding how they become female heads!.

of -household? What are their personalities. like?' What are their, family beEk§rounds?'

23
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In'whet ways and to whaidegree are they in the society, outsidq of the household ?

" ,
How dl they look upon work. and gbvernme4t welfare, training and employment programs?

This study inveatigated,esch otithese.
'.

4144i;

Their lisping conditi;na are crowded,-but ngt extremely so. The modal apaitment

has four, five, or six rooms, depending more on family size than on income level.

%irking families have fewer children andtend to live'under slightly less crowded
4/P

conditions. Their per, capita income is somewhat higher. Verbal culture, as

represented by magazinesor books, is not prominent in these homes. The 4riphic

arts.find a place in the working women's homes, and their homes are slightly more

likely to be carpeted than those of the welfare mothers. Television sets are
. .

ubiquitous. The welfare families, having more children.spend proportionately more
.

.
\N -

for housing and for food. Working families.spend relatively more on items related ..

to-the world outside the home --on transportation -and on clothrng.

A third of the welfare households, have' children who need care and a-tew have

dependent elderly. Welfare mothers with small children ptefer, if they work-, to
7

have an adult 'relative; friend, or neighbor provide child care rather than a

nursery or, daycare center. Child care is but ova.of many

truncated households to a-kinship network. Both working and welfare mothers are

which tie these

.

embedded in a bilateral kinship network,,involvi4 both their maternal and paternal

lines as well as the families of their siblings --but, by and large, not the kinship

r.

.,-

network of the fathers of their children -- unless they are stilt liviig with them.
6 '

Forty five percent of the welfare and thirty five percent of the working mothers

can designate fortyone or more living relatives. For almost every category of

relative, welfare' mothers cited"more of them than did working mothers. ,About half

of the respondents, though not living in their parental. homes, were in contact with i

their fathers, and about sixty percent werett.contact with their mother!), The

family networks of welfare mothers, 'relative to those of workingpothers, have more

cases of welfare dependency.
.

24
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.

These woman 4T1 to have friendship and neighborhood networks as well:. Working'

i

women have relatively more friends out of the'neighborhoOdo'suggeaeing friendships.
.. . 1-- ,

10-,,
0 . .

based on interests is well as locale. About bill-of the welfare and a,quarter of
\

the working mothers aay that they can depend onsno fidends, no neighbor, no boss,

notteacher, no minister. . .

Hard p ten percent of these women are involved in neighborhood, political, or

.

welfare ights organizations. Votintis the principal political activity. The
//

( .church is the predominant community institution in which these respondents partici-

pate./

/

In 1969, 'nine "out of ten reported thAlves to be church goers, about a
4

fifth. are Catholic, two-thirds 'Baptist, and a fifth Methodist. Welfare mothers

ire slightly mbre likely than working mothers to belongstodpentecostal churcbeiG..

such as theme Apostolic Church, the Church of God in Christ, or Holiness sects. Almost .

all attend church in order to worship, but a good nueberfalso meet friebds, attend

Bible classes, and practide with the choir. For a few itis a place'of healing,

Nine out of ten affirm a belief in salvation, but they differ on the behaviors and

attitudes which migh0..influence their chances of salvation. As cited earlier, two-
:

thirds of the welfare, but only a quarter of the working mothers, see artificial

birth control as an obstacle to salvation.

. Better than half still see their present or past mate or spouse. The termination

of t1 it relationehips' with the fathers of their children is key to their, assuming

the responsibility of heads of household, to their kin netwo 'seing restricted to

the consanguinmal and, in many castle, to their welfare depend ncy. There was no

evidence that males abandoned these homes in order to enable the women to improve

their welfare Income. The reasons given for ending the relationships followed those

generally accounting for marital dissolution in American culture: their mates

established aubther relationship and/hr there are general disagreements. Alcoholism

or the death of,the mate waa mentioned in a few cases. No working mothers but some

25 :
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welfare. mothers reported that their tateaIlad been sent'tojail, were olardrugsr.

Physicalqtabused them, or had children by tneiher person.
. . ,

What 46 We know about the faCIXY end 'aLOCial-hatkgroinds of welfiyesmd Working
. . .

.. I. . .. .4% - '
. . ..

,
.,

adult.
'

'mothers which might predict their choices betweepwork and welfaref 'Aboht .

. .. :. _.., -
. .

. -

seventy, portent are black Most are native to the 'area: _A. 'minority ,-arkimigrantS.2. v
i:

, .

S

from Southern states. Welfare,and:workingwomen differ-in theit:..idhcational

attainments. A'quarter of the welfare, but

high school. About a quarter were childfit

over, half of. 'the "'prang' women finis
, 4of ,

in: one or two child faroilies .and' andther

`

aZ

garter were raised in families with nine or moreighildren; ';

Is their - "choice" of mstrifocality patterned after parental arrangements? 'NO,

atleast not explicitly. Some three - fourths of ail.these women reported that their-,,

parehts were married and living together when they were six. In a tenth of the

cases, one parent was deceased. The-single parent household gained in importance ,

as they entered adolestence. -Pew of tht respohdents were raised in welfare assisted

Alt .
homes (assistance was, of course, ties widespread two decades ago) or were raisel in

Eight of ten .workingond seven of ten of the welfare mothers'..',,child-

hoodhood homes were supported, primarily., by 'their fathers. .

an institution.

.

How_do the work'histories and Workateitudes of welfare aid working mothers.:

. .

compare? The working women were, by definition, employed at the time of their first

interview. 'Some of the Welfare woman, 'too, worked partAi. Only about a..quarier

considered themselves along the.unemployed.

In 1969, the average- monthly,intome ofthe sampled we ).fare, women was $332 and

of the working_women $396. In 1973, after a period of currency inflation, the

former had anincome of $441 and the latter of $446 The income of the welfare

women increased swore 'rapidly thin did that of the workiiig Wien not because of

Tm

an increase in welfare paymente

welfare with earned income. Tn

vs.

. .

but beCause of their
.

increasing a ility to supplement

1969, welfare women received abia7giae-fourthe of

26
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their income from welfare. A )it lesithan hiif of the remainder
%
was.eerned, small

. _ ..
.

amounts being *stetted from children's eariags, social security, insuraace,'end

pension Mums. Occasionally' some child support\paymenta and, here"eid there,
,

some gifie were received. By 1973, their welfare payments increased slightly,

qnd they were earning a third of their income. .About half of the welfare ana working
$

women found their jobs through friends or relatives. A few found lobs through

employment agencies, a jal--frikiniag*rprogram, or from newspapers. 'About two-thirds

. .

jf the black woman believid their color is held against the when they seek work.

Both welfare-and working women are concerned t schieye. Working women, however,

have en interest in achieving within the economy, wh e welta's women prefer to be

knownIor the quality oftheirchildrearing and:ho king.

Welfere.abusers, thpse who lie to -obtain welfare, misreport welfare or work

* income, or use the moneyfor liquor or gambling, are judged harshly by about a

thpd of the welfare and half of the_ working women. The decision to accept welfare

is e unction of responsibility for childcare and inebilityto find work at a .

$

particulartimit. Those who cannot accept an image of themselves as dependent'on

public support and who have strict standards governing receipt, of welfare are more

likely to be working for their income. About-half of the welfare and a third .of
. ,

.

_the working women say their health is, at most, fair,.but not so bad as to preclude
Of .

' . , .

working., About one welfare women in-six is piecluded by low intelligence from i11
.

'

4.1.
. .o . .

. A. i.
but the simplest of jobs. 41L.:. -t' - e

. , 4.;. - ,
Tha social milieu also influences wgen toward work or toward .welfare dependency. ;F.

a . A .1. . .' -
,

,

In 1969, some three out of five welfare as compared with one of three working women :$.A-
6"-Ni

..
reported havfhg friends on welfare. Working and associating with workets goep
4

.
wt

i' I

-

together. Most of the women agree that work icto be valued for its own sake, as a

.. . . .. .

place to find friends and as a iouroe of feelings of importance. Ili 1969, most also
,

. believed that they child find woik if they
..-

sought it.. Thus, being on welfare was not ',

f
.. ,

.
,

$ .1 27a
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there related' o an epti-work ideologyvas,much as it was related to a/pro-household
s.

or pro-motherhood ideology.
.v

_

What changes occurred intheir work ind income over the four years between the

. k
-firer and the third interviews? Somresp@ndents moved from welfare and work status.

4

Others increased their dependence on welfafe. In 1969, welfare families earned

'stout a sixth of their total income: By 1 iP73, they were, on the average, earning
. .

4

'almost a third.e"In 1969, the'workingmotOrs obtained four - fifths of their income

i

from earnings andoone from welfare. By:I973, these same women were darning'sbout

s

seVam-tenths and, mere dependent on welfart for about a sixth of their income. Move-

s

went out of the welfare.systsm was about squat to that into, the welfare system in
. t .

4 -. . .

this partiqular population during these particular years. , ,
% A

. . tA'"

Organized job training programs offer eway of crossing the boundary to
,

,,,..

.
4- t,

the dacnpational economy. WINtisining has an outrese
,

k peq ollyawilig,in.soue

.1.:k

who would not otherwise find their placel %t4e la i inarket-
t

It.d*WIN job
t:. .. .

1 .

. training, a number of these women were trallid.by t Opportua iei iftdUStriali-
. . ,fr ,

. . . ...
ration Center, Ne4hborhood Youth Corps, the 'Job Corps, or the tenpower.Development

, 4-...,

and Training Program.

By 1973,0ssome three-fifths of the welfare and a carter_ of the working women

had had contact with WIN. About a tenth of the welfare Women had completed the

WIN program.
.

In completing the analysis of these matrifocal'welfare and working households,

two central questions emerge: How do these househOlds become matrifocal? On what'

does paintenance of the link between household and economy, for both matrifocal and
.

complete faiilies, depend? Not everyont.in any society works for a /tying. Some

( 1

members orthe society work directly in manufacturing,trade, commerce, othe
:_

- ,
i

provision of services. Others enjoy profits And rent's and others receive transfer
0 . ,.-

,, paymenta, whether from welfare, pens on, insurance, o1 gifts. Single individuals

a

8' be
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may consume or save all of their earAings.

ces with others who are dependent on him or h494

:er20,4

;
.

re'typ4cally,,, however, a worker:

shares resour
T:

Airecipients-of Aid To As4ndent Children have lost or never -'had eit

P

.

Mothers who are

r a direct- -

or indiret connection 1) 'bhe work economy. The community, to transfer payments
-*

to her, :'substitutes as her ecbnomic provider withoueenslilms into a family rela-

tioash with her.

NUCLEAPAMILY ROUSEHOIOS

. A second panel'itudy of housOholds with both an adult man end an adult woman

.1;

was designed to seinine the chatahteristics of the family structure which affect
4

the likelihoOd of its stability 4d the way its members are lihked to:the economy.

The structure of authority, whetier patriarchaor matriarchal, inrelation to

ind)pendence was of special concern. The initial ,

./
fimily stability and economic

study population consisted of 7234w income melee in Camden, New Jersey of
1

563 were maintaining a serious relationship with a woman. These men and 41

their mates were interviewed in 1973. In .197003 of these men end 214 mates

were reinterviewed.' About three-quarters of thaiie-Inatadmwomen are married to or

the men.

-

A few descriptive facts ebou this population are available from their respohses.

Fifty-five percent of the men and 4 of the women identify as black; most of the

others'bring white, a few are Fterto can, a few Oriental or American Indian (i.e.,

forty 'eve percent of the couples in t e first interview are black. Few interracial

marriages appear in this p utettib), Ab ut a.third of each group was over thirty

at the time of the inteivl and about a t ird in their low twinties or even younger.
4. 6

,
.

a.
The interviewees, like low-incoie Queen genera, are relatively residentially

4
stable, about half having bean born in Camden Co nty.

parents, ere married and living together when the were

I 1
29

Nine out of ten of their

small, hd aboutArthird mere
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one of seven or More children. ThOse iiho migrated to Cimaen iyiSlly,

- 9

,

sit with both parenta or with their own mates and children, or:they arrived as
6

sOglb adults; Almost done, including the women, came as single parents. Matri-'

. ,

focal familits did not Come to New Jersey'to imptove their welfare income. The
tit

families 'became matrifocal in Camden.

Thfethers of the reepondents were quite young when they started:their
. '. , \

.
,1

. .

,r,ii

families. One in twelve of the fathers had a child by the ag ghteen, and
..

4or..,
_

e,

better than half by the age of twenty-bix. A fey'of he fami4 were broken bqpre
. : r , .

i 1 g

the respondent was six. Some two-thircis ofthe absent fathers visited rather regu-
t itha

x Ls

larly. One in four respondents' was not,lia complete ,family by adolescence. An
A.. 4). *PM

Oh.44
extended Emily ofterccushioneCI the effetiNTlf Ofte4inetibilities. MaterAa144pd

>5 4
paternal relatives_ of bot,h,men-anfthei4 mates wer traced back to the kratidparelps

and laterally to firbtcoAins. ;Volhfide of the respondents hallo living fither
.

and, tfiree=quarters a living_mothh it the time-of the first interview. In ell, two

'ot three- male and three of four female respondents could identify. thirty or more

,living relati. At the Other extreme, a third of the men and a quarter of the
-- 1

,. $0J, . . .

women were unable to cite arli,44intivee outside their household on whom they could
4;..

,

depend-for help; SOmerespondents, as children, attached themseilves to a woman
I - ... _ ,

1.. '

.

other ihanotbeir nature/ mother, often a daterndlAgraddmother or an aunt. While
- lbw

eight out of ten f the natural mothers iiprked at some time, only about two - thirds;
.

of the women,to whdm the respondent felt closest were in the .labor force4 These

.t.

were)-primarily, in Service occupations. About half designated a an other than

.. ?-

heir natural father aathe,man they felt closest to while growing up. A few esid
. .

e4644closest to a bother, and the remainder ,weie.not close to any man. The

n the whole, father supported. Mothers contribufid to the income of

ut a third orthe' homes on a more or lees regular basis. The income provided by
4

both fathers ands:bothers tended to be from a job rather than from welfare, social
eO

security, or a pension.
rP.

-
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By the time, respondents reached their eighteenth birthday, °nil about half of
14,0

their parents were still gogether,-one out of four having separated or divo rced. 'g

About half of the Absent fathers maintained contact-with their adolescent children I

About a quarter were deceased. As time progressed, fathers not present in the

household took a.ihss active role in the economic and emotional support of the family. ,

Aptut half of the "mated" respondents completed high school, a higher propOrtion

than that of their parents. Their education and work histories are a record of paths
.

.

into the skilled and unskill4labor force. Some of the women "dropped out" of

school to marry and some to carior theirchild. Practically all the men had a full-
.

time job after high school, usually as operatives or semi-skilled workers. Job search 4
1P

information for both te%td their mates is.largely provided by friends and relatives.
.

.

.;
What do they think about the obligation to work? Generally, tOese /lee.

agree that disabled pr Men are.not expected to work. Relatively few reSpondinte
.

countenance withdrawal from the job market by individualb having difficulty finding
;

a job due to discrimination br to their owe lack of education or lack of.will to.work.
at

Few ingthis-populetion reject the'idea of women working, at least under certain

conditions. Both the men .and women genera!ly agree that a woman may work when the

family needs money and the man cannot find a job. Typical earnings of the men-are

between $400/and $700 in the month prior to the 1973 interview. The women earned'

between $200 and 4006 With inflation, men typically earned betweek$500 and $800

in the epnth preceding the 1974 interview. Work and income are not always regular.'

In 1974, about a Aharter of the men r4eiyed some public assistance.

What about 'their ;Lyles as consumers of material goods? About half own their

own homes, and about half of the population lives in air or more rooms. This. -

A'.
relatively low - income population Mite eded in assembling some of the material

possessions of ;Diddle class life. Foui out of five have a television. Allpst half

of the men individually or with their mates have a savings account, a thirachecking

31
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account. A sixthve savings bonds,/and a quarter carry credit carde.' Many are

? property owners.. Two-thirds ofthe men own a Car, and a third own a house, thOugh_

-half of their.care have a book value belcF.'$900. Like most Americans, they are in

debt. A third owe money-to banks. As saaWare in debt to a finance company and .'

department stores. One in five owes money to a doctor or a hospital. Asked how
4

they might raise $500 quickly, half would first ask a relative and half would
V

-approach a bank.

As with matrifocal houaiholds, above, religion LA the predominant center of

social life-4onditioning both their household and their friendship circles. All

but an ineignificant number of their parents were religiously affiliated when these

respondents were children. Today, five out of six of the male respondents and

eleven out of twelve of their mateeclaim to belong to an organized religion.

'Church-going is, pr4arily for worship, but some say they go to engage in Bible

a
study.ot meet'friende there as well. A third of the respondents, men abd women,

believe, theirpligiin does not approve of divorce.

Political participation is meager. A few participate in political groups or

im fraternal organizations, though half had voted in an election in the three

yeaza before the'interview, few more. Of the men than of the matea.p .

, .

N , .

ghat light all of this mean for their family liyes? To aisdia fatal* attitudes
t \ .

.rAfpondentsW

a man, women
1V,

respondents

hewn a picture of a family group or, more precisely, a picture of

child, and caked to tell a story about it. Practically half the

Tiled the three persons as a family The woman wie drawn in such

a war as tappear pregnant. A third.of the stories mentioned pregnancy, most rNN

. factually, ind4cating neither pleasure nor displeasure at the thought

of the new arrival.
:

Vilf the'respondents, man and women, hid sot had a serious relationship prior

to the current one. One in fourinen,and one inten of **men report having had

"4, t4r.,

32
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or more serious relationships by the time of the first interview. Typically,
. .

the current relatibnahip began during adolescence or early adulthoai., About a third

of the "mated" men chose women age eighteen or younger. More than half of the mei(

want more children. -Most of the men feel their mates could dot get along emotionalli

without them, and two - thirds of the men affirm that hiing a mate is important to

Ahem. Half of those not married at the'time of the interview say they expect to be
r ..,

0
married in the next five years. --,:

, ....%
. .

About one-third of the men and mates did not 'remain together over the year 1973-

74. The study was designed 4o seek out the roots of this change. The etability of

the man/woman relationship is a key to the stability of the relationof the family

to the economy, specifically, to maintaining support of those ndt working inthe

economy. Most respondents affirm the importance of their relationship iith their .

mates and with their children, bui they do'not always agree with their mates on the

character of their relationship. Women are a bit more likely than their men to

believe that women are decision makers. On every measure, black fem1,14ge are moke

patriarchal than white families. The rule in both black and white families seems

to be that men have relatively more Cat4O/ over'decisions about sexual relations

and about major economic matters. Women are in charge of consumer matters, social
r

.i-

14.fe, and child rearing. About half of the men and mates have 'pots involving

yelling o throwig things. One in four couples have such fighte at aeast once a

month. '

-1k ,

Why, in the opinion of the respondents, do men in general abandod>their

families? One in five men and a third of the women blame the restrictions of family

life. A few believe that inability to iupport, *their, families, a sense that their

women do not appreciate them, or feelingthat they have littll* place in ,their..

families leads to abandonment. Dislike of raising children was rejected evlicitly

Le a reason for pile disenchantment with. family life.

f.1.3
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. Findings and recommendations growing out of the observations described above

are offered in the following- pages. Thivresentatiion will be schematic--a finding.
. .

followed by a comment; a recomiendation followed by a comment. The first findings,
t r r

t

4, 4
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I

and then the first recommendations apply directly to the operations of the'Work

Incentive Program. WIN operations derive froi policies which, it is hoped,IiIrlhelp

impoverished families toward economic independence. these policies, in turn, rest upon

ours ideas about welfare families sad the ways they participate in the economy. The
*.

,following findinge are relevant to these underlying ideas.

The analyseq.upon which these findings apd redommendations rest are documented

in eleven volumes-one an interpretive essay, "Community Through Industry,," film under

the heeding of "Studies in Matrifocality" and five mare under the 'heading of "Studies
6

in Family and Economy." :these studies are listed in the Appendix to this final report.

A word of caution --this study is more wide ranging than-most studies of the

welfare population and of work training.programs. Nevertheless, policy designers

must supplement the findings presented here with a good deal of addition4informations

information on the intimate substance of life in these populations 'such as sensitive

,field workers might describe; information on the household economies, on educational

facilities, on child care facilitiet, and even more information about family life

than could be studied in this project. Needless to say, theipresent *port says .

almost nothing shout. the contextual condition14--about labor markets, about the

national economy, about race relstions...and, iheIsuthors have tried to restrain

their value-based and political judgments- something that policy desigders cannot do.

Another caution: )he findings and recommendati6ns are presented as discrete

4IP

statements. Most s relevant for the population45gments studied. A few are rele-

vent to wide cotes ties of the unemployed. Any attempt to implement the recommends-
'

tions ss discrete policies will lead -to disappointment. The statementsrare not

Mk.
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_meaningful when, abstracted from the cohesive context of community. The first Atep

is to reconstruct community for this popultation. Only within such a cotmunity could

one believe that the instrumental acts called for here could produce their anttci

patedloutcomes. .The findings headed "Chtextual Considerations fot Policy Design"

offer these cautions.

These are the families, somestable, some unstable: Such is Xheir work and

income. the analytic teak ?Fs now to explain the interplay between these two sets

'of human relations: the relation% of family and the relations of work.

P-
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Finding: .Traditionsl and moderni;1g/itfe styles are Vomit:lents of WIN,provam
J

i

participation, work behavior and attitudes toward the family gp,thwpaxt of low'
V

-

.

41r

income husbandless mothers.

Oommeit: Husbandless mothers in this study may be, divided' on

the basis of their commitment to'either a traditionalist or-q
modernizing life style. A traditionalist Mother feels obligated,
principally, to home and family. Her household expenditure

e` budget emphasizes internal .family needs.. She -expects to.be

supported in virtue other positiotas a woman and as mother. .%.

When income is not available througg'family transfers or throagh
a husband, welfare is accepted as ad epprppriate substitute. The
social relations and activities in which *he edgeges to obtain
income, granted to her on the basis of,..ne d and position, rein}
force her traditionalist cultural pat#e . In contrast, a mother
committed to a modernising life style* herself as responsible
for the economic provisibn and protection of her children. The
modernizing tendency is reinforced though the discipline of job
requirements and by the variety of Bohal influences to which work
exposes her Modernizing household ' enditure budgetseflect
the costs of maintaining social re Ins outside ofosthe tome,

such as expenditures fpr clothing 4ntertainment..

A distinction among three typea.of traditionalist cultural
orientations is relevant to WIN programming.-' l) Adjusted tradi-
tionalists, of whom Puerto Rican welfare mothers are prototypical4
are conformists in a fatally and milieu which...is supportivof a
traditional female role. Mother1ood is the:cote of their identity.
They may work inoccupatiodVsuch,as domestic service, which is an
extension of traditional household activities.. 2) Incompetent
traditionalists who, because of intellectual incompetence or psycha.
pathoiogy, cannot compete effectively in the commercial and indus-
trial labor markets and tend not to be exposed to wider of moderni-
zing influences. Many of these are adequate as mothers. 3) Tempo-
rary traditionalists who are either in the process of cultural
transition to modernizing or only temporarily out of the labor force
while they care for small dependent children.

Finding: Modernizing women are more likely to work in blue and white collar

"modernizing" occupationt, and this work promotes a modernizing life style.

Comment; While traditionalist women are more likely to be
precipitated into wilful: depbndqnce when they lose the support
of their mei, traditionalism and moderniiing are not synonyms
for welfare end work as:sources of income. Traditionalist women

AW do work outside the home tilt tend,to have occupations which are

-. 4,
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extensions'of their family roles:-Ldolitatic service, wsitressfe,

nurse's aides. Since,..in this study population, traditionalists
tend to be found at the lower levels of these occupations, their
work incomes tendto be unstable. Modernizera-enter the more .-
proletarian occupations of the Commercial Opablishmentm and
factories. Such labor is not simply a'corfplaf5 but is an'expris-
'sion of that life style. The social relatidps Oicvidned by such
work further promote a modernizing life style. - 44,

3 .

e

Finding: Ambers: of AFDC cohorts polarize with respect to economic ffidependence and

O 1,
dependAfice while on welfare. This polarization is related to traditionalise and mode;-

\ . \

nieing orientations as well as to questions of intellectual and emotional competence.

The latter is a fector in the likelihood that'they leave welfare through marriage.

The 'WIN program, by facilitating career development of modernizers, is enmeshed, in

111
the polarization proCess.

Comment: Most welfsre mothers are, at the moment of entry into
welfare, totally dependent on welfare. They may have had a child

or divorced; With time, some of the vomen, in%rease their earnings
at an accelerating pace snd eventually leave welfare. Others
remain dependent, a residual of the original cohort, and are joined
by residuals of later cohorts. Welfare residuals include some
psychopathological women with low intellectual competence as well
as some adjusted traditionalists for whom marriage, their principal'
alternative t4 welfare dependence, is impiobable. After their
children have grown, some legitimate their continued dependency by

'7 becoming ill.

Finding: The WIN selection process is one of. "negotiation" between client and agency..

Comment* Bpth client and'agicy perceive their relationship.
extending beyond the encounter over the WIN program. It is
in their mutual interest to avoid coercion and conflict.
For instance, about half of those invited do not appear for
the inifial.screening interview. When asked about what the
State Employment Service might'do if not satisfied with their

t ons for refusing to participate, about half of those said
would do,nothing. For, those who prefer to be home

rather that working the program is just another intervention
that they deal with. They negotiate this difference in a way
acceptable bath to themselves and to the local agency. -

Finding: By selectingfor training the most competent and those who are already on

their way to modernizing, the WIN agency selects for its own success.
.

,

4
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Comment:. be mai clients, WIN4is a facilitator. Those whohaVe
, .worked part-time during a year are more likely to be selected.

Those who have an interest in movininto the skilled blOe collar
and white collar occupations and haVe participated in'i previous'
job training, program are more likely.twbe selected. The best
predictor of being invited to the program is the; lient's own ,

statement of intention to go to work. The agency avoids abnormal..
personalities, the: leas intelligedt, and those who,have.iess'orderly
and acheduled daily lives. The agency !elects those whoseleraow.
alities are oriented to things lather than those concerned;with
persons. Those internally disciplined add ascetic and who attend
church And who can develop a rapport with the counselor are more
likely'to be selected for training. -de more pleasantly expressive
personalities are more likely to be invited to training. Those -

,prone to personal conflicte,i4 evidenced bilonflicts in'their
. families, are less likely to be invited.

'111141.1a: The WIN,program is a rallying point for modernizers.

J16

. Comment:-. WIN
.

Tarticipants aspire to social mobility for
4 themselves and for their children, are active ana extro-

verted personalities and are oriented positively to the ,

world of wrk. *These indices of modernizing are'more'
significant than purely economic coneiderations in moti 7

,vating WIN participants. Modernizing &there 'self select
for the WIN program. Potential trainees influence their-
aelection'bylhe w;w staff by communicating a 'promise of

.

-"success...in trhiningind in subsequ ly holding a job.

pindinet State and local adminietratiome_ada t the eligibility ruled, or adjust

. .

/

the application of thoacrulea, in the light of local ekigencies and so promote, ..1r,
,,t

44100 program auFceaa.

6

1

a
WA*

Comment: 'Negotiation with efienta *for selection ini,olviea

adaptation, of dieWIN guidelines, especially for eligibility'
requirements. Federal gmidhlines which operationalize the
'program are the first adaptationi of the/original statute.
State government further adapts them tf its administrative
procedures and programs and the local agency adepts them in

sits dealings with clients. The adaptatOis result in,young,
single and better educatea modernizers being:Mbrtatkely to
be accepted into the program than. the tiaditiOnally oriented.
The program, as a ono:sconce, enjoys smoother administration,
is less embroiled in local conflicts and probably maximizes
program impact by restricting it to motivated candidates.

r Finding: A large family is more of a deterrent to

sibi'lity for lireilhool childril.

P.8

s.

participation than is respon-
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'Comments Legislation excuses mothers of presdhoolers from WIN.

. Yet, our evidence is that mothers of preschool children are as
.111*.y as mothers without small children to participate. On the
'other hand, few mothers of large families, whatever their chiles ,

ages; participate inWIN. Those who resist assignment to
the program tend to be traditionalists, to consider remunerative
employment inieppropriate for women and to be re/uctant to delegate'
child care'to other than female kin. Cultural orientation is a
more significant factor than stage in the family life cycle.

Finding: Attitude toward %he
.

training andA consequence of
'

WIN program is both a predictor ofacceptence for

that training.

,Comment? A poeitive.attitude on the part of welfare mothers
toward the.program supports entrance into training. If they
are favorable toward day care programs,, they are-more likely
to he selected. Those who are trained by WIN arse more likely '

.

to say that WIN benefitted'them. This:is,a result both f ,

selecting the. wore highly motivated and of tl2eir subseq nt
Overlente with,the program. ,

. r

lindlow The clients' approach to the negotiations is reflect in their "deep"

/

attitudes toward WIN program personnel. Welfaie women are mor!likely toterneive

agency officials as, "gatekeepers"' and working mothers to pereive them as "suites. "

Comment: "Welfare" mothers are those who, at 0o -beginning of
this study were almosb.entirely'dependent on mh4NOC program
for their income. "Workinothers were almoa0Otiiely sus-
Vaned by their own alining's. 'Both the welfertiOid the working
sample gpre female heads of household and both14.4egpries bad,
theitamelevel of household income. ,The natutte the negoti-
ation for work' depends on whether the authorierne:perceived as
coercive or.perebasive. Respondents wrote stern in response .

to a drawing of a figure seated at a desk. 'Moe stones were
coded according to whether the,,perstinwas pqreetWid as' a "gate-.

Beeper," an sutbority who decides whether or:* to admit the
respondent to some .reward or facility, or as 4.--"guide"-4
"teacher" committed to instructing the respondent, or a "dis-
ciplinarian," wild controls the'reepondent coersivelyt'or a.
"counselor," whdiessists the'respondent in making decisions
about !mown hihavior. The gatekeeper represents aiOther
social systemplig less concernedmLth.chanie in the applies*
than with thesevelnation of the applicArehes Oalilications to
enter or to bviserve&by that systeM.-, The 9.ient is .negopiating
pe an outsider.. /he guide is a'membelof theeam* system to
Which the applicant belongs. The client negotiates as, an
insider. .0 ,

. 39. . ,
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Findings *there who ar Oupported by * man Ara less likely to be selected for WIN

trainingeven though the household incomotis not increased :thereby.
-.

Comment: The population of welfare and working mothers eelecteA
for this study Were all qualified faiths WIN program according

_
, . 'to'Pederal guidelines. The negotiations between client and agency

which determined the actual perticipatiommay be divided into
three'stages: Some of the mothers ate contacted by latter and .

4 . asked toftome to the agency to'discuss the.program; The decision
as to whom to contact in this we is ordinarily made on. the basis

...:-of their ottributesas recorded in the agency files. Then,'On.
> invitatidh is extended to home of them on she bisis of an.inter-

_
-view: The third step id h6 actual tssignnent toga 'training slot.

-
. .

Their support by a an influenced theagotiations differently
a; each of these stages. The more =diming, were their relation-

_ . ships with men, the less likely were the women to be contacted-

7, by the program. _After this initial contact, marital status has
little influence bn whether en invitagionito training is extended.
However, regardlelicaf marital statui, those whti .had not esteklished
a joint ,residence with a man were more likely to be invited. .Thepe
tended to be the single, never married women, Joint residence

- .
seemed to act as a sign of traditAptal ecotOmic dependence on 11- man.
Agency officials are less likely to drawlg eee'already cared for
won into.the-eearce training:$*4" This echoes a 193C0s.diyil
service practice of not retaining woman ingovernment emplof:it
the husband was a government worker.,. -

2

yindinv

. . 4..=
. .

to participate in WIN trailing in thispaiticular study populatioic . 1,,

. .
t-

.

Black AFDC women ,are more likely4hanwhite women to be initatIA.
. 4'

4114)

..

-- Comment: Because'af occurkiimai discrimine, 4
%

rails include f higher proportion of black* than of white..* ,

modernizers. .40thitop welfare.dependent is more likely to lbe. it

there because of her commitment to a traditionalist position.
It is also possible that the civil rig ement has increased

o A

the sensitivity oCagenty officials to t need to provide
, training beneficial to blacks. - .

.

4
Finding: Catholic blickslire more likely-than Protestant blacks to be invited to

participate in1WIN training programs but, ultimately, are anolikely to enter

training.

Comment: Because of their act vs achievement orientation (ice
1:170;)7 Catholic black women a"'ppaaac to the Work Inceptive Progr&
counselors as prime'candidates for upgrading and work training.

- Their *Activism is manifest in their participation in conmunity
social events such as church, parent teacher groups;politicaL -

4

-
40 r<
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groups, welfare'orga ations and votipg and, above:di, in
-raising a family. the labt.analysidk bowevet,'Catholic
black women eeek.t i9veopt their energy is family building. .

and so are less 1 ly to be.drain into vocational training.

. . . . , o 1 ,

.1Pindins: if they work, Catholic black *men ark more likely to hold aditiooeI jobs.Ati C ''

A

Cohisni: Ileingcoimitted to houseld and traditional occupations; '4, li

,.

Catholic black are'less interested in shifting to working in manw
featuring or commerce, the settinge for which the program trains.41

.

Candidates who involowthems a-in more WIN program activities, svcWas
r

sessions, job training; addition4-'education, receiving training allow-

%'4Al
14,OstF4iiveie, increase' the earned proportion of theirApcome owe

Findlay

orientation
,t

Andes or tihi

than thdicenot baiting these experiences (1969673). Those with relatively less
'fl--

complex InvolvemeCts experience a decrease in the proportion of their income derived
i

. .1. .

from their work.
a

Comment: Not only the explicitly work &tented aspectedf
iffirlia'the-supportive aspects, as well, are 'effective.
Doubtless, the program elements exert their impict-in an,
'opgantZed fashion. Effectiveness of work training may be .

contingent upon 'Mid care provIsion or,dh the relief of
.

the Ater from economic cone s obtained-through-a
trsining allowance. The influe e of social climate, ,of
ocuupatkon, and of the WIN pro same prohpbly three
facets ofthe same thingthe development of social circles,
which support a positive aititudeotoward work achimviient
and.facilitate entry :4 workerivinto are,* Alike reierd is

- possible. (gee the discussion belm; on social networks).

I Ot ., . .
lindin0.1qUirktained mothete.becomeove modernped"pctivistic and Socially mobile

ie. .
. e

.thin dolow income working mothers wative not iblie through.the program. *

I

,
re. 9

.4.

Cement: .14w.iincomewsimenorkers, projected into the job
market through the usual ecod9mic mechaniame,,tend 'to occupy
*traditional shrviCe occupation..* WIN partiaiipants moue from
welfare to work .througta politically hued *no. The
dvery.process of aegotiating'their wry throigh WIN araf.their

association-Niel other modernizers sensitizes them to.the ' .

r9le of political adtivity..tiley becomeaCtlyely.oriented to
. "shaping their social envirgiment and advancing themielves in' '

Iheproceds% They ari here-likely,to.entet zial'
sector and:assuii.the'attitudes of organic labor.

devalop.more positive ittitudeitoward-child Cara arran to

-

.

.41-
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and this eases the emotional burden of engaging in an occupation -

away from their children. At the same time, they develop more
negative attitudes toward the =Agency, despite their feeling
of having benefitted from.= (see above), and toward welfare
proctarm than do either other welfare or _other low income working
'mothers. Criticisms may reflect the stress of change and, thus;
may be a signof program success. The og be a lightning
rod drawing oft these tensirs., Of cours:71nrustration of
'11QT-change also accompanies aptogrbm that deals only, with the
upgrading of Tabor and not with tI labor marketwhen that .

market is tight.
7

A

.* slop O.

LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATIO0 OF WOMEN

Stability of the Family of Origin

!iodine: Stability of the women's family 6Y origin,- tncludingiNgular presence of

the fathit, has no influence on,heir occupational careers nor doesfieinflieilet

their work ideologies.,

I Comments %tin's-fathers do not play an active role in their ..

daughter's careers. However, the Oomen's fathers' genera/ social
status is rfflected in th it later socioecotoec careers. Family
stability does, bowevercp mote men's occupational cal.eersi.!:
Fathers contribute to tbei sons' socialization for and placement
In vocational careers. ) -

.4.. - ..

Finding: When,absence.of a father depresses the childreA's level of achievement, it

'is because it deprives them of his raeoUrces not because it implies cultural
.

.deprivation 1.

...Commantr Nil pect to.woten'i oicfpotionel achievement,
the economic, status of the family of origin is 'tore.important
than its.social stability. That stability, Kowa is role-
vent to the way she *mimes her later role as wife and mother.

S4
Education: Vocational and Academic

fandlie: For these los income welfare and working 4oben, higher levels of education

do nOttranalte directly into hicher4eVels ofrearningsi It does, however; correlate

I

r5

r

k

0
with the likelihood of beinempXoyed. The hiiiir earnings of the better educated

.
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result-from working mote ratherthan'from high

t.

i
4

4%. 4,

Find

4

Ccimeni: Earnings increase with incr
the early year.. of high school. Afte
ceiling.on their earnings which incre
dd not easily overcome. The inottledge
women from pursuing more advanced educ
their interest ieeducation derives fr
At the same timaliy low levels'of ed
bility of recip eves being employed

*I

wages.
. -

. .

es in education through
that they seem to hit a

nta of education, alone,
of this fact'Aiscouragei
tion to the extent that .

A mobility aspirattr:
at* reduce the ba-

at all.

/

t

The effect of level of education on the roportion of income which is

. .

.,

earneXpi diminished under the adverse conditions f economic contraction.

. t

Comment,:. While educational achievemegit a a positive effect
\;on the employment, and °there on the earni a, of low income

emalea who head families, the marginal ut it of iaded years
ol education declined significantly in-197i, when unemployment
rites reached their peak, 'as compared to 1969 ind4.979.-when.

moderate unemployment rates preftiled. - .
.

_ 4 '
a k .., ' t

Binding The enefits of educatiOnal atteinment for econOmicAidependencemre moat

1clearly derive ,when education is followed by labor force piiticipation.
.

- .

Color; Education, by itself, iiassocisted with a potential
-for cupational achievement. The fact of working is an inia--

.

aim of the direction 19which7the-education.is applied. The .

combf tion of these two life experiences is a better ptplictor
of future labor force participation than either alone.
--% (4. .. ve

i 4 4

Finding: Educaiion iwanjaportant determinant Of the level of social participation

.4.

a

outside of the usehold, and sudritdet social, interaction influences leibdr force

.activity. Depending on theecharacteristics of that network the'influence on employ..

sent may be positive or negative.

lemagmk- High school 'graduation reflects not only greeter
socialization for employment, foi economic achievement, but
more general strengths and skills', Including the confidence
born of, success in one particular social system, the School:
These strengths and skills enable the men and women to4levelop
constructive relationships with athers. in coMmunity groups od
both an informal and on a.formal.basis. 4

.

1
Kinship and friendship networks mediate the relation of .

educatiollind work.. The size and composition, saber of
relatives, friends and workeZe.in theimen's and *Tents social

Oft10
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networkettre positively associated withetheirlettels of
'participatibn in po4tical and religious activities and, ii.

general,: with7'theiriabor force participation. The propor-
tion'of telfare recipiefts ip the networkskis negatively 4

': associated with Boole' ana labor force.actiVity. The pro-
(%. portion. of working women in the network is positively asso-..

4
bitted with'labor force' participation.

..

.0

.1.:
..

v
.

. 0.. ...

?incline Vocktion4 training, alone; does not have as Much influence on later job
. ..f.te

success,:or parent's ea does graduation from high school with a more general acadelacy
., . -0 ... A Al. , 4 . +t4 .

. . .. * ., . 41: -.

: educatolon.
.

:'...:

r

. ...%

iceilsv94*
Al'.

.

Comment!. VoltenAiith vocational training are more likely4to-
-participate in fo4411 voluntary associations and less likely

'to Meet their sociaflieas through informal interaction with
neighbors: Jobfitraining, howevir, without a high school
education has%bug:a 'Lifted influence on later employment
and earnings. a Occ*tional advancement is deRendent on the
Itenikeq04 of social and cultural relations as well as on
44401 profigiem. Little is added to earnings by training

"41441h,schgor genuete in this fopulation.
. %

N ..

. l'indings 9f.11 types. of vocational training, that given in the armed fortes and
. g

, .

by private emploters it motb:srmongly related to socioeconomic success.

- .. .
e4. .

ak; V
Came ;: SOvernment.sp red training is negatively related
to theilion's socioeconomic Positione. This is a consequence:

'aciti:population being trained and thi setting of training
',rather-than of the'content of the training:-.4evernment train-

ing:k0Gore-likely to be given to the disadvantaged men,
Traibl*In the armed fortes or by private employers promotes

...Upwardidcpuliational mobility even amodg the high school dropouts.

4,
"fading! Training is most effective .in assuring later employiett when, the trainee

. .

is iltaady on ihi job for which he or she is being trained.

.4 Tamment;- This is true, fir, the obvious reason, that' the
trainee ilFeAdy has the job. In addition,,however,`employee
selectioa.and job socitlixdtion are tpicific to tha workplace.

4

0,
Laber-Harket pcperienCe

.

71adiitg: Participation in the secondary sector

reduce the probability that a recipient will be

c r
.8

1.?

44

of the labor market tends to

,

employed in the future.
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Comment: Secondary sector ekploiment does not lave a career
dibension to it so that experience does not increase the like-

'lihood of future amployments4 .Further-, those women who accept

. secondary sector work tend a be the traditionalists who will
return tohouseiolding when that is possible.

14,

/44

- ,Findine: 'lle extent ed which low income female heads of household have penetrated

the primary sectorof a dual labor market is an impressive positive pl.:actor of

autonomy from state benefits. This. relationship ho Up regardless of fluctuation

in the economic environment. t

t.

A 4e, 1

Courant: Quite simply, the tendency IA for women with more
extensive primary sector labor experiences, including exposure
tofthe lower tier of the primary-sector of the labor market,
to/be more independent. Their labor,experienc provides a
greater degree of autonomy and lessalienation than is avail-

9 able in the secondary sector of the labor iarket and thus,

influencgrthe ability to earn an income. Better jobs are
also more protected from -the labor market reflecti.ond of

economic deterioration.

Structtire and Authority
oir

Early marriageand early childbearing are associated, subsequently, with

4

, 4-

4

lower. labor force participation.

Comments Early marriage and childbearing are associated yrith
norms which discourage work for women. The more children
women have, the more they oppose women's emplo.yment and
support motherhood as the prime virtue. LS el of fertility"

is consistently negatively. associated with economic levels.
Those who merry early, however, ere also the most competent
and active in this population. Their activity, is devoted to
family building,not to-success in'the marketplace.

Findings The probability of a welfarXecipient being employed is significantly

Aced if young children requiring care' are in the household.

Comeau lifercycle factor but is mitigated by
cultural orientatIane-'-As noted above, this finding is.less
marked for modernising than for traditionalist

P.
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BusbandAelps.mmthers with many children are more likely than those who

simply have young c ren to become long term welfare dependents.
\

Comment: Welfare programs are attuned to the support of
husbandless mothers of preschool children, and, thus,
include modernizersist an early stage in the family life

4 cycle as wells traditionalists. Modernizers who are
work oriented' 1, even while they have small children, .

seek work or work training. The traditionalist with four.
or more children, tever the ages of those children,is
most likely to rems n a long-term dependent. With no

e functioning extend family and poor marriage chances,
economic dependent' almost inevitable. Typical earning
capacities in this po lation are less than the cost,of
caring for threeNchild en.

' \ \

i \. .

Finding,: Women have more successfu socioeconomic careers in those families which

\are relatively less patriarchal. .

Comment: Where theltipmen make the decision shout their
employment, their ecolioml.c status is higher. The expla-
nation is not that a yomin's'authority promotes her eco-
nomic.status but that pettierchal authority is an element
of the culture of lower *less families. A patriarchal
household is likely to bk one iq which the rife considers
mothering and being a wife to be her sole obligation and
the men.sre,vauctant to,*ee their women working outside
the home and, perhaps, niAlecting the home or exPosedto
other 90n. s'f"

Personality and A e Factors

Finding; Men whose social participation (i.e., in religious and political organi-
.

nations) is wider disapprove of women working. These same associations are related

to positive attitudes toward men's workialti/
'I

Comment: Men who pbrt-Alpste in voluntary associations feel.
that-they and nottheir mates should work and provide for the
family.

/
1 e

Finding: Awomidstommitment to work (as measured by her willingness,to exert varylig

degrees of effort to obtain employment) is not related to ti) probability of her
A

being employed,employed, to tbe absolute...level of her earnings, or to the percent of her
,

totalfincome accounted for by eArnings.
A

X46 .
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Comment: Work attitudes seem to be relatively less important'
in accounting for fans than for male labor force participation.
In this low ikons population, the family of origin tends not to
inculcats'occupational ambitions in daughters. The economics of
the household and labor market conditional:re more influential
than is attitude.

Findings Working women are more likely to believe that effort will be rewarded

,then are welfare women. In this seise, the belief, a cognitiVe perceptual factor,

correlates with occupational behavior.

-Comment: The measure of belief in the usefulness of effort
isArprojective one. Respoldents wrote stories in response
.t6 two drawings, one depicting a job applicant and the other
a job training situation. These Stories were coded accordihg
to whether the central character exerted an gfort, and, if
so, whether'that effortproduced success notion that
effort is rewarded is at the core of the American achievement
orientation. Unlike .religious systems, in which effort is .

exerted for its own sake, the occupational system treats effort
as a mama, to an end. Success in an occupation, while :Winding
an'factors beyondthe worker's attitudiriqIconditioned by the
worker's faith in the usefulness of her effdrt.

4

' t T ;

!lading: Belief in the usefulness of effort is, in turnorootei in enjoyment of

stable sociel relations.

Comsat: The belief the achievement ethic is,c4related
with the types of personality variables which support:order
in living in general. The belief is alsocorrelated with,
social relational stability. Thu*, among whiteio a stabli

residentialigitorrin Camden is associated' with a belief
the'isefulissepf effort. The longer:the blacks have

been in Camden, the more they believe in-the isefulnesof
effort. Relational stability ie, thuscindirectly related.
to labor force paiticipation.

y, . \

Finding:, Co fitment UN the norm of the usefulnesi of 'effort acquired by experience

in forming social relations, not by experience of success in an occupation. It is a
.

, . .
funcOon'of di solidarity and4uPport offered therm= by her social milieu.

Comment& The belief in the worthwhilenese of effort increases
**Wog. despite the fact that older people have experienced
more work,failuresitislvari.ableo..xooted in it psycholqgical

disposition to perceive the self as act vs and determining, a
disposition that characterises those thcecure social rela-

47
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dons, may support commitment to. a norm of work Lathe .1

occupational world. Attributes lbich poke for'-,the commit7.

meat to effort in the work world also lead to the; early
establishment by woman_ of serious mstelrelations'and the
stability of those relations. Followiag this was, an
achievement Orientation may find sits eXpressioi in devel-'
oping:a homeland a family. * L .

!iodine: Females with ail.authentic feminine gender identity, rather than'those

.

identifying with males, are more likely to enter the labor blies. These are

working women in'the traditional sense of the rural women workagNihe fields.

The "authentic" feiale relates to labor as a way of life tb be pursued'in addition

to her household duties.

Comment: "Female gender identity" is here measured by the sex
of a:figure in a draw-a-person-test. A &owing of a female
figure, consistent with the social-sex classification of our
respondents, is taken as evidence of an "authentic gender identity."
It is sometimes_ assumed that a change in her gender identity, the .

male side of her self image becoming prominent; is requited to
enable her to assume roles ordinarily assigned to males. Authentic
gender identity, however, correlates with psYchologiial.assertive-
new, with personality maturity and with higher inotelligence. As
'women move into the labor force, their ability to.,0"ntify work
roles:sa appropriate for theiselves' element in
their, motivation to seek es,.to ass , them when offered,
and to succeed in the .

Findii The sex typing of k roles is less of an attitudinal barrier

entering the: labor force than s the sex tying of halleehold roles.j. The

to modern izidcwork role* for n be ns with changep in y roles.

to women

transition

The notion

'11 *that a woman ley be the providerand stilfenjoy a enticdenale gender identity ,

is a crucial element enabling hersto participate in the labor force.
. .

. 6

Comment: The strain of being head of a matrifoc.al houehold,*
a woman alone and expected to assume emen4s role, is greater

\ when the culture of the houbehold is patriarchal. Black
hOuseholds tend to be relatively more patriarchal than white .

.
ones. Black women, thrust into the'patrlarchally defined role

, -_)= of head Of household, dm sexually ambiguous figures, 'evidencing .

the loss of the authentigVaense of self.
I
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,ginship and Friendship Network Effects

,- s
9

Finding: Social relational factors, characteristics of friends and relatives, have

a more immediate influence on labor fCree participation than do attitudinal factors.

Comment: The likelihood of entering the laborEforce, or of
becoming a WIN participant, is higher for mothers having
female relatives who work, who associate with friends who
work and, in general, ter those who enjoy social relations -

. in the wider community. Social relations, in general, pro-
vide occasions for encountering variant. ideas, stimulating
broader thinking. Associating with workers generates-posi
tiii attitudes toward work. Labor force participation is
lower for those-vio have relatives on welfare, who associate
with welfare mothers and, in general..., interact little with
the community. Welfare, in part a result of social isolation,
does little-to prevent continued isolation. The social
relatidnal factors are the ground Of the attitudes which
serve, then, to rationalize participation or non-participation
in the labor force.

Finding: Nen integrated into a network of employed men are more suppoitive of the

idea of women working.

Comment; Paradoxically, it is men who do not have a network
of friendswho work who are the most resistant to the idea
of their'women working -- despite their need for income.
Traditionalist culture is crucial here.'

V

Finding: The size of the women's family nLtworks, irrespective of their charadter-
,

latices is associated with favorable attitudes on the part of wama toward both
Vi

men'and women working.

Comment: Participation in a kinship network is, itself, a
form of social4activity outside of the individual household.
With more relatives to share family and household tasks, some
of the women may be released from household duties to engage

in economic activities. A large kin network is Osociated
with traditionalism and the working women in.suchra network
arkmore likely to enter occupations traditioaaly Nal*.

.- Finding= AMON' VOUSUr participation in community Iffoups

characteristics of their kinship and friendship nettorks

careers.

OP
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'Comment:. Participation; in religious groups, neighb hood
organizations and the parent-teacher association p qvides women
an opportunity to engagi In'actiVity in the wider ld andto
develop the strengths and skills necessary tor oc upational.
activity.

C.

Flaidst: Employment training of women'in&eases their interaction with other employed

persons. eap r e,,alone,-does not assure their movement into the labor force.

It also contributes to other forms'of social participation. Employment.training may

increase women's involvement witi:relatives even sabre that with employed friends.

Comment: The basic orientation of women to their families
is the controlling factpr. Whatever ixewlearninpiaacttuired
is absorbed into social activity .14 this fundamental context.
This,, of course, points up the difficulty.in thinking of skill
training abstracted from a wider educations], and social context.

4

0

Ow,

6

----The Effect of Religious Participatioi

Religious affiliations are primary crucibles of the family and economic

A .

askits of lifestyle of this population off
.

elleaded households.
.

Cbledlitt Church congzega ikons are perhaps the most- frequent'
true social interaction ups in this population. About
half of the day care can rs usedly welfare and working
poor mothers in Camden a located in churches. Classifica-
tion by'religious-affilia ion and work-sielfare status .orders
the study population from the relatively traditional to soder -'
-nixing... Denominational affiliation may change with change in
life'style and lapAr face participation. Welfare mothers ,

with no religiOna affiliation tend to be the most poorly
`educated, have the lowest incomes, to be themost socially
isolated, emotionally disturbed 'and havethe highest proportion
of intellectual incompetents, The Pentecostal churches, oper-
ating.at the bordpr.between.this amorphous population and the
more.typical nelfare dependent.,, help mobilize motivationto
strive fora better life, encourage social activity and teach
a personal worality,which:abtributea to the attitudinal and
behavioral stability' needed for ecOn#Mic participatiod. Those
whose lives are balanced between p %rt tilde work 'and welfare
are mote likely to affiliate vithlbe "sectarian Baptiit and

. Methodist churches, and those more regularly wOrking may be
attracted to "main lineutiblick Protestant churches, Non-
church affiliated workingmotheis tend tote the most highly
educated,,,most intellitent, have relatively high incomes and
participate in t$p life of the broader community/

r k
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TOdiylsblack churche re religious institutional embodiments of blaCk

cultUreZykey support attitudes toward labor which grow out of the soil situa-

tionoillacks in the United Staten. Race is a more important determinant of labor

force participation than is religion.'

Commaut: The Protestant names of these contemporary churches

have led interpreters of b religion to view them as branches
of Protestant churches. Co inporary black religious life
emerges from an older Negro folk culture and expresses the past

-' and contemporary social conditions of blacks. These are Pro-
' testant blacks rather than black Protestants.

7%
\
OrindinKt Catholic black women are more achieiement oriented than Protestant black

women. This energy is channeled into personal relations, especially the family,

4

p

rather than $4tO the occupational sphere. Bectming Catholic in this black Protes-

taut environment is promotive, paradoxically, of the "Protestant ethic" among

CathOlics.

Combent: Catholic blacks, as seen here through their women, !//'
/ are the achivers and economic rationalists of the black . -

community. Their religious orientations and their activism
are not realized through en occupational culture but throUgh
familial and political relations.

Binding,: A Catholic household in a black community is likely to be isolated from

a kinship network.

Comment: Catholic blacks are recruited to the community
disproportionately.through conversion from Protestantism.
The conversion tends to isolate them from their extended
kin. Carbolic black =trifocal households tend to be
larger households but embedded in relatively smaller
family networks than those of Protestant blacks. Lacking
.the large kinship networks which, as noted above; support
labor. force participation, they direct their energies to
family maintenance.

.
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CHANGES IN EARNINGS OF F E HEADED HOUSEHOLDS

Finding: .Changes in level of earned ificome over time may, in varying degrees, be.

attributed' to the personal qualities f the primarY eerier in the h9u3(ihold, the

culture and the social organization of the household.
e.

Comment: Over the four ear period (1969-73) the prOportion 144.-

--ofincome-earded-decree .tor-ISZ-of-the-the hoUseholde
e

-

in the study, did not c ge for 52Z, and increased for 30%.
An increase ia.positiv y easoqtatedt with the level of intel- 11*( ^''`
ligence of the head o ohoueehotd, the extent ,that her social
circle includeeimore rking friends (aa opposed.to hiving a 3,-

friendship network iented to transfer payments), mid being .

part of a residentia community as evidenced by living for 20
ormore years in' en.

,Finding: The change in ear nga is related to type of occupation and more to the
/

number of hours worked than/to the level of wages. _i v

t

or commercial 4terprises and those engaged in healing, edu-
cational,

At 111/time of the study, those working in business
....

cational, reli oua organizations increased their earninga
more than-did hone in industrial pettinga. The changes in

_
/ wage rates in hese various eectora is leas important for thin_ .

finding than ere the changes in employment rates. On the
industrial leivel, work settings differentially influence work
achievement Orientation. Those in ibduatria settings in this
population tend to be Vedic operatives. Perhapa the aettipg.
does not deelop an achievement drive in them comparable ti
that de4eloPed in white collar,workere in,business and the'

.1. helping se4vice agencies.
, . b .

,

i 7
..

.

li 1

Maim: An increase in household earninga fe associated with external communal
, .

_ _ participation (ecofromic, religious, political, etc.) of the head of household.

.- .

Comment!: Increased participation' in the economy "demystifies".
la : .the we ld of work, opening the iossibilixy of using it as A " .

. .

produ es'Obrkeeho-establish conditions facilitating.waer,4

base f r wider social involvement., A sociarclimare of wore,
rs

. c cy participation. 'A social. chmate of welfae depen-
denc include, withdrawal from cominnity

man

OPP

I ,

,
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I

,linding: ',tarries!' increases ,)%0uaebolli earned' -iticote` to a greater extent than

any othei factor. Thimo.4.44.ersous.family.iventFith.respect

is to become Single.

uommont The Ulm is, of ogsrae,4the change in the
imessn's source of *uppOrt accompanying herchange in .

marital status.. This Is almost to obvious to
stating but pointaraptthe importance of studying hour
these faxilles'becovermatrifecal.

to, otaxousil/

.

. /
judiEw 'Increased involvement' in wOrk-Cinthe bort of female heads of.kousebold,----

f.,

has.anantingth effect. Contrariwise, the anticipation of a larger family li
....,,

. . . .

assofiatedwith.a decline in economic independence.
.

. -. .

Comment: Those who concentrate on family' life, usually
the traditionallits, have.aess of as increase in househo
earnings-. Thisle a result of withdrawal, not only from

., the economy, but from outside Organizational participation.
Churchgoing is one,of-the-basic activities outside the
household associated with increased earnings. i

I., -t

-LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION OP MEN '

.

Influence' of thehmily of oilgio
,

,

.- . ,

slUndinc The economic role performance of the fatherin the family of origin
. - .

. ,

has little Influence on ,the son's work ideologies. Men's fatiers''aeocess as
.

( de:. ... .. _

providers 'contributes to the sons' later economic achievement: Intergenerational.
, . ...:

. . , .

transmission of social status is more -Affective in determining the sons' than the
.

.

daughters' statue.
.

ammentt This fl.niding results from, the fact.that in this low .

income pepulationotha rangeef-income and occupations is small:
lather's occupations vhea.lsolated.from othei factorshave
Little influence.- The-father's-occupation must be converted
into the chlidionli ed*ttion in order to-have-a lasting effect
and this requires 4 cultural; commitment which may dot follow ;v.

41rectO from occupation. .- j'

4

-
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Finding:

I

- 33 -

$

The gileate* their fathers' autherity in the household, the.mord likely are,

the sons to advance socioeconomically. HOWever, Ali greater their father!s authority,

the mari;"likely were the daughtesto be on welfare. .

,

.

I

,. .

Comment: ACause-effect cannot be asserted. Both
patriarciskauthority and the decision that work is for men
is a function of traditional family.norms---,es-ts-tba saw-
ciation of patriarchal-authoggy and a decision not to work ..

for Women. While.male dominlige is an element °lmer class
.

culture, ..11....icaliao-likely___that_the_menla exercise of 'authority _ ___11:-....

. in the family is negatively associated with concern for succese ,.,

-- . inthe occupatienal world.

. c.
,.

.
*

,

Finding.: The size of the Utilise of origin-Ma's:major effect on the socioeconomic
..

,
. 4

positions of mefi and women but not on their ideologies about work and achievement.
.

. .

CoimenW With more Chilren,"fgwer parental material ,

reaourcee are available, on the average, to each child.
Work and' achievement norms which.parents inculcate in their
,children are not affected by this distabution factor.

. .

a

a...
.1

1r

Finding: 'A email faiily of origin is more important that stability of that family
.

I.
4P-7 .

in generatidt work and income' for sons among young whites. ismily stability is

more significant ,than site of familx foryouug blackss

,. , -,

Content: Young w"tes are moat influenced by the ability
of their families to allocate resources for their-future.
Among blackahe influence is conditioned by the ability
of families to do something with those resources.

Educational Effects 'a ,

yindini: The major factor generating 'success, employmeit, and income for whites

is the father's'ocCupation, while it ie education for blacks.

$

pmmants Blacks who receive a-better education are alai
thoge who are better situated for occupational mobility.
Tbefemily may have leas to eoniributeto their mobility
than the community.

A
,7 44

Findinso Young glace be difsaanantatea, rdlative to whites, in the inheritance of

.
.

. ' N

"
V4,

status and-in.the ctiversibn of their own educational achieVenent intooccupational. - , -
._

. .-e4!

r

achievement. J4 of 4"
,
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Comment: Despite their profoiand' importance, blakground
act provide only some ciilthe explanation of act4eve-

meat among the men in' our single. Bern the issue ip one
of occupational discrimination amt it continues in the
current environment of these youths.

.

I.
%.

Pilily Structure and Unship Network

'
a

A, 7

e4.

Irindino; 'Amosiecthe men, delay Of marriage and, particularly, delay ofiliptherhocid

are cond'ucivtlo s9cioeconomic success. . -

Commit: The men who have had an Illegitimiate'child may
bejleedvantaged if that pronotis dropping 04 of school.
Nen who hate had a child without having a job.tend to

'have both family and economic problems. This association
is not necessarily causal. Early marriage and lower cow
ailment to the labor, forcli bOth characterize Mien who find
.their fulfillmadt in more idamate femilial relations.

,,
. .

1

e .

e

. . ."'A . 4

.., .

. Pindinsi: Older men with' yes ormetes and/or children to 'support are, it this
.-

....., .9 Y

particular sample,:torA

twhich may, how

wiites e

ikily, to.be working steadily, to have higher .incoves.

include welfare 'payments) and to owp a home than men without

t \
These mpobare more "highly motivated, ts achieve

4ecodomically'though not nece*earfly to increasitheir
occupational prestige. ,This association between labor

_force stability and fmaly structure is probably stronger'
in the midilinizing than in traditional houdeholds.

P.
'la :tit *- ' 4105P

.
I

tab;

$ O..

Finding: When mqendedkin,netZrks, Votlt of man and Of their matessoinclude work .
.

. .

oriented persons.), the men are md,re. likely to be achievement oriented, have attitudes

favorable to wfirk, end to b t work.

0
61,.0

t

90r

as.

.
-

.- .
%.

Comment.: Botli men's network charecieriatica and their
rsarticipation in coiraidtity organizations. are .correlated ,

7 with' their socioeconomic' achAvementvimpleyment :status,
and stability, occupational status; 'theme and eogniniic.
independence, that, ability to rely on edininge rather,
than ad transfer paYMente. ' A network-of frifitde or kin
includilicwo.fare recipients tends to.discourage such"
ichlevemmi: e. ,

r ,

1

I

$%,,,"1"
1J.
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WRY FAMILIES.BECOME ATRIFOCAL

Life Cycle Developmental Factors

The Ritzily of.Orlain

Finding: A large family of.origin and patriarchal authority in that.family are
110 (

461.,

familyof procreation.predictive sf statvey .
,'Combantr Both hese fattors are associates wit1 tradi-
.117gtilitmand i orientation to marriage and family as a
pentral.life pursuit for both *11 and women.

- 1,J

. Finding: When childhood identification is more with parents, or other adult men and

..4 .
I, ', . ....

womentithan with siblings, families ef procreation are more enduring.

41

Coiment: Identification with a mated role incumheSt
promotes the men and women becoming socialize4 foretheir
own mated roles through intergenerational identification
during childhood. This illustrates the importance of
cross -geierational relations in social4zation for marital

s.atability,.When identiffication tends more to beasaodia-
"ted with the eiblingi, the parents probably have a rather 4

diterioratedreletipn with the children.

The Stability of Early Harr geS.
4*

!Ladino Adolescent common law marriages, nearly always fertile, are the

most enduring the women in this study OopUlitioPform.

COMM: Generally, adolescent.calationshipttendto be more
It

' durable than those established later.- This Heins, based on
an AFDC populatibn, refers only to. women whose matriagesy or .

. AL maxe-reilations, have terminated. That is, of all the termin- .

w.sted relations,. the ones stand earlier,. often the firtt of
a a seties, low the most enduring. By age 27, the average .

.. AFDC recipient had spent some li years in serious reletiodeips
with men. Relationships subsequent to the first', typically, .

contend with the shadow family of the first.
,:,.. 4 .7

.

a

Wading: limp who enter their first serious relationships before age 18, as compared

.7

,

with those beginning leter,-have a stronger commitment to bearing and rearing children.

Eventually they will ;;;Jkanerear larger families: "

4.1

.

i°
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,ageggMs Vidrenm!eaent the c;aim to adult status "of
tradition:digit ,ComOarederh those who defer marriage,'4
these have 40a. tiiiiind g rally little or job .

tralaing.,-,Opc ly, they werk/id traditional occupations,
an extension'oPhoilehold 006a. lleirsocial circlet support '

... , the implicit Oeision,vtto ante!. the labor force.: These semi--

e circles also supoWth.rx deoisitAkep accept welfare assistance '

for the vutposii er w ckit ifs intended, the maintenance of a

ii .,family. ,4.7.-'" '':"f : V. ' '. '
4,..,,, /it ,e .

3 k.'
,,...4 t-, i 44 ''

yindinat Woman who =try eoly repOro,more marital conflict 'in general, ando-in'

.**.

I

particular, more fighting, ov# adultery, more sexuel.preoblems, and more'probleme'l

with drugwor alcohol. fThiterminatic*of adolescent relitions is more likely to

be accompailed by quarreling and vf.olence than is the termination of relations

initiated. later.

Comment: In general, the young marriage!, especially the
fertile ones, resiit breakdown. They suffer.more than their
share of unemployment of the male head of household and are

"more troubled with income deficiency `than-those who marry
later and have sgaller families. lapse relationships break
under ahigh level of interpersonartension. The more -'

explosive the terminatioi of the relation, the quicker is
the "men to enter another relationships. andtperhaps, to. .

ti repeat the patternfr though'less passionately.
\ ,

,Finding: Adolescent carriage is more likely to occur when theffimily of origin is

intact and the mates have a relativelylarge number of extended lam.'101112 :carriages

should be.seen as a. normal event. in the life cycle of the traditional family; not a
, .

deviant sot ordeviant'individuaic'
,

**mint: Women who enter early relationihips sad,, bear children
in them areftem!the morn-integral nuclear and extended families.
These are the.more;intilligent, as measured bytftte:disit symbol
test of t Wechsler Adult Intent-genes Scalatia more emotion-
illy stab sots evidenced by the.projective figure dustings. *

.$$

. .

Findings Wen who marry or have their first child while stilradoleepents and before

they enter the lebor.force, have fiXiielevele of family stability.;
AlgA

Comments-"Orman, as for women, early marriage is a sign Of
commitment to family aid children more than to.the work vorid
end its moillity'opportonities. However,\premeture assumption

Te

".0r

O
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of fivilly ioles by", male is detrimental to fdinily stability.

This 14. due to the last that the, males may not-yet be able to

proitide economicallygor the family.

Race ,

Finding: Whites have the highest levels of family stability and the;blacks,hive, the

e .

lowest levels, and the Puerto Ricsiis intermediaate `Lae's.
- .

. 4 r. ...
.4 ,

- Cont:'mme .Thel'effeets of race or ethnicity may be' confounded
,-,;.;.- saiti--7Wtose of religious affiliation.- Moat (ardund 2/3). of '

^the Whites..are RoneniCathdiics whilelmost aroind 9/10) of
, the black! are Protestants, primarily black Baptiets.latid

;Methodist,. .Catholici have higher levels. of 'family stability ,-

Ethan Proteliania. Puerto Ricepiihave traditional copceptions ,

of-the priority of family roled and atable traditional defi-
Pitions of their content. Most Puerto Ricans are Pen costa3.1,* :

, ' if not Catholics. Pentecostals, in 'thii: samiikei. hal,. relatively -:
high leyela of family stability.

, ,

. .. .
'IP-

iewm

- . 4,. .: -.Networks of 'Famgly and Friends.
.. ' .

Finding: Men' with larger networks of friends 'have higher levels. of family stability.
1 s

Comment,: Social networks consist of poisons to uppm responiente
. feel...close or on.whom-thercan depeid for help. The effect on

e.0* family atability itl itttingest for those whose friendship networks
include workers and fethers-7and do ndt. include menop-velfari.
Men who have developed close Mid helpfUl retationdhips with their . :.,

peers, partiduleily with peeravip marital and pate'rnal colli

' 4

e, .'lire''lire'
...

.. .

. . more likely to perfoiswellls- these ioles. .. .. 74 ', ., i -:.
140

,

thekin
.. , . .

. .,:u , ,, .
:

Finding: The, larger the hin network of, the *lea; the layer. the: family etpbtlity.. A 4
5. . '

Comment: This associatioh may be spurioul.*Kib networks" are ' -:

-
4 more.salient among the younger Mee who have both 'larger nets;

...... - works and whose youth is detiimental ta. family stability.`" '

J On the other hand, those whose marital ties have been froken
give more attention to the maintenance of kinship net4orks.
AnotheT possibility is that min, alike women in the population,

.

grayitate .toward their ILO when their family of procreation
dissolves.

O

A

.)

et,

1

a

'f
AO.

'4
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The Effect of Economic tife

Finding: The woman's satisfastion with their mate's family OerfOtmance is related
.

directly to the men's economic statue. 9-*

.

" 58.
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Comment: This is not simply that'economic suc4 eess leads to
satisfaction and *lure to diteetiefaction. a satisfaction
of women is'an incentive for the men to continue to succeed.
The women's denial of esteem and respect diminishes the men's
motivation to work. Women's satisfaction with the men's eco-
nomic performance is 'directly related to the men's agreement
with the norm that men-have a duty to work.

.c

. Finding: When thedsOotoeconomic position of it higher than thet.of their mates,

, .ths_family is morevanduiloih-

Comment: Women's satisfaction with the men's economic perfort
,mance promotes other aspects of family stability. Men's coo-

,. nomic advantages over their mates become resource's which they
Oolongs for their mates' esteem aid complianceelements
which stabilise the relationship.

-
,

. , The Quality of the !elationshi

Finding: Mutuality of perCeption of the need

and Family Stability
t 7

4ach feels for the Oh*, and shared
r,

'evaluation of their edtes' role performance contftbutes tofamily stability. -t

Comment: Couples involved in intimate mate.relationships shire
a high degree of mutuality of perceptions regarding important,
aspects of their interaction. The shared perceptions invests-
gated refer to the distribution of poFei between the couple,
the degree to yhich they are integrated, the need each feels'
for the ot4gr, how desirable each pROgives the other.ro be,. . .

end-Oheir,eveluations of the man's role. performance. Mutuality
of pereengion'regarding-the-distributien of pow r between them .

dogs da seem to be illsteto durability of r lationship.

. These findings seem to hold: regardless of th aid character-
dities of the respondents. -.

.
,

'.

Findink:. Men's,ee.weli.as women's, interest in and commitment to 4hild rearing..,
.,

. .

. ._ .

4!essociated With family stability.
..

.,-
.

..
aCant' Mates who are also parents

.

experience higher levels

..4 . of marital conflikt. They are: also mote .committed tb 'being
metes. Marital and parental roles support one Another. :The

r deeper the men', and womens relationshipswiththeir children, .
A Abe deeper their relationships with one .another..' .

,
. .. .

. .

finding:. ;1:changes of mal,exconomic performance and-participation in child renting
I 4

4 ' i 4
for female esteem and.4:omplience and eschati ges of esteem and commitment between tile

.

. .
.

..

. .
. ' 100. f*

" 'mates are, $aportiat for . family stability. . :

i'59
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Comment:- Contract 40 rgaining for exchange constitute a
. ,

major _principle of f y organization. Nevertheless, sucb
- , contriCtual relati must be woven with those involving

elements of solid ty not based on =tract. Fgr example,
. loint activities jOr influences on their family

stability. They sr b ed, not on a division of family libor'
andfxnhange, but on'th gratification inherent,in companion-
shif..and Id the relatio hipitself. Xyaditional social
institutions, such,as c ch.., community organizations, and,
perhaps, political cones,-whose function is to promote.aolidarity,
tied to discourage bargai g and exchange in favor of status.
defined obXigationa.

Finding; No case was discovered in hich family dissolution was'traced to the possi
a 11_

-,- ..bility of increased - welfare laical* lorothe femailpheadvf household:-

e .,

Comment: The literature suggests that some Men maylevie their
families in order to enable them to enjoy larger welfare_ bone- '

- fits. Throughout the study"the :bases-for family dissolution ..
e are the same as those affecting families in other social strata.

.....
.

. .

FamtLyAUthoritya4jand17Stability

' -

A..

Conflict and Authority' ..
;-1 4.6

* .
c

Finding: Ambiguity of authority relationsbetweeg the mates causes and is caused by

C .

.... Marital conflict. ,
, li) c

Me*

o w

.

. .5'

Comment: Falily,authoriti is.apseesed in terms of the way;
household decisions are made OicociWrelational and
instrumental matters. Wiel-telational authority is
measured Wan index of three ens referring to decisions
to invite pigple to the house,' ere to ,go out, for an ever

,ning, and which fritinds to viol Instrumental authority
...x

refer* to decisionstabout where,,o live; nheg to.b a new
e

TV and when to pay.billg. The household, authority is clas-
sified as patriarchal.or matriarchal according to whether the

1

decision is more likel 6 mane ,by the Mn or by .tae woman.

The questions were's' of both mate.. The household was
titiAclassified as unamAiguo, y pstrilitchal if both agreed that

the man should' decide in the given area, and.. unambiguously
matriarchalif both agreed that t.pe area was subject to the
woman's decision. '.

. re
,

Vehement conflict may lead to a degeneration of.iigiti
mate family authoritrand.its replacement by illegitimate
power as a way of iaintiining order in the household, Fight-
ins with and/or walking out okane's mate viiiates.iirital .

solidarity. At the sane'tine;mas author* beam. more
ambiguous, dissension about de5isions increases."

I. Y
t.

1
4

a
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Race. and Authorit

Finding: Bleck and Puerto Rican 'households are more patriarchal in social decision

making than white households.

Comet: -Some of the literatnre refers to a black matriarchy:-
The evidence of this study consistently shows black households
to be more patriarchal than white households of the same socio-
economic level. Boma df the literature confuses matriarchy
with matrifocality. One reason that the black female headed
household hai difficulty is that it retain:: a basic patriarchal:
ethos while having nwmale regiilarly present. .

Involvement In the Pamilr and CommunitY

'Pindine: PaAiarchal authority in family 'social lecisiobs Zs associeticPwith"teduced

participation by both mates in political and other forms of community life and con

centration of their.interest on family life. Matriarchal amily'organization emerges

as the mates' Iptention is drawn to the wide arena of c y life.

Comment: -Patriarchy in social decisions is more likely where
th male is not active in outside Organisations, including where

he is detached from the economy. Welfare, rather 0106 work, is
associated with patriarchy. Whereboth the man and the woman
are working, or only the male is working, the result tended
tower( matriarchy. This is a result of increased attention
to life outside the home. Where the male's attention.is on

a the life outside and hers is on the household, she dominates
the household. Involvement in 4 religious institution is an
exception. It is associated With patrAarchy rather than
matriarchy. A more educated father produces a daughter who
tends to Have matriarchal attitudes. Increasing education of

e the male promotes, an acceptance-of matriarchy in his own
household. Edupation, too, is a factor extending the social
horizon outside of the household.

.40

TIM/ay Patriarchal authority in household instrumental decisions.is associated

with a male detached-from participation in the external polity or economy and from

the society of males. Matriarchy seems associated with being orien to the

polity and economy as a. means to social mobility. ,/ .

t: The logic here is much the same as in the domain of
. sot al decisions. Again, black respondents are more patriar-

chal than whites. Puerto Ricans are the most patriarchal of

61
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Finding:,, The greater the 'significance, of the family for the male, the more the

tendency toward patriarchal authority in the dolman of instrumental decision,:

Comment: Areas of alacrity seem to correspond to areas of
responsibility. Male authority reigns In.the home as long
as the male treats it as a significant arena of his action.
The significance of his role in the family, in this sense,
does not depend upon whether he supports the family or has
.high status outsiple of it.

Social Networks

1indinm Patriarchy seems associated with belonging to social networks whose

.members tend'not.to be steadily' employed.
,

CommSnt: In traditional households in some cultures, menial
labor of women/expressed their lower status-in the household'.
The association of patriarchal uthority in the household and
withdrawal of the male fromwo obligation seems consistent
with this. Perhaps, more to cpoint here, employment imp s'.ie

involvement with life outaid the homs'and, ss shown abov ,
this is associated With mat rchy. Church involvement, lmost
an extension of the famil stands by itself ss the one type of
outside involvement consistent with patriarchy.

%
,

Finding,: Patriarchy is associated with Urger family networks and with more children.

;Omen from larger families of origin tend to support patriarchy.'

Comment: Patriirchy is pert of the traditionalist family style
and these families'also tend to be larger. The word' children

a woman had in her childhood home, the more likely is her adult
home to be patriarchal.

So

"Signs The direction of authority is a function of the degree of the dependency

in the relationship.

Comment: *The more the man's need for mate, the greater the
likelihood of patriarchy.

i)

A#relstively dependent relationship
facilitates matriarchy. Male authority is exerted where the
woman is most inexperienced in marital relationships. 4A woman
who has never been married is more likely to accept patriarchal
authority. The most matriarchal' housholds are those in which
the woman has been separated, divorded, or widowed prior to the
current .relationship. "A man in bed health is more likely to'be

,in a patriarchal household. Poor health confines a man\to the

household roles. Health problems, partic rly orthopedid preb -

isms; may serve as a device for controlli g the environment.

111
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The Relative Social Ranks of tie Mite's
A

t

$7:

pindini: To the extent that the household feels 'a threat, economic or otherwise, the

tendency is toward patrisre47. To the extent that the woman is psychologically weak,
. /

the tendency is toward patriarchy. .

Comment: Pettiarchp- is the structural resp8nse to instability
in the environment. Psychological weakness was measured by a-
projective figure drawing.

Finding: Where the woman has a higher IQ the tendency is toward matriarchy in the
. , .

instrumental domain. When he is the more intelligent of the two, the tendency is

toward patriarchy. Where both have the same sdori, authority is most matriarchal.

Cdiment:Tbe relation of the mates' attributes is not a root
cause of authority structure Rather, in a setting. hat tends
to support female dominance in instrumental decisiohs,

a man may choose a more competent or equally competent woman. ,

In a patriarchal situation, men marry less competent women.
The.rules of mate selection function to support the structure
of authority.

Finding: A woman from a more educated home than that of hei"matd tends towards

matriarchy in her adult household imai from a more educated background than that

of his mate is thrust toward p riteechy.

q'

Coument: The relati ranks may hark beak to families
of origin. Where the woman's fath&44Occupation was lair° -
duction, such as manufacturing, the tetdency is toward patri
srchalism. For the women as well as the man, increased acti-

vity in the world outside the home means I:aerate-0 matriarchy
at home. This includes occupational participation.

y
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Finding: For the man, authority is more related to his current Orientation to the

_outside world and involvement in his current family. For the woman, the attitude

is more determined by things that happened in her family of origin. te

Comment: Men move to matriarchy.as they become increasingly
interested in the outside world and less interested in the
family. Women move to matriarchy if they are ao predisposed
by their families of origin and only secondarily as a result
of their experience in the outside world. Their father's
experience is cogent for them.

THE INTERNAL ECONOMIES OF FAMILIES

The Household Budget

Finding: Family expenditure budgets reflect life styles through their choices of

goods and eerVicee.

Comment:' Modernizing and traditional life styles dicteter,
priorities in activities and so shape household expenditure
budgets. Traditionally oriented families invest more heavily
in items relevant to family aid home life while modernizing
families spend more for items relating them"to the outside
world: These consumption patterns persist through successive
stages of the family life cycle. Because income does.not
increase in proportion to family size, larger families live
in more crowded quarters, eat more poorly, dress more shab-
bily and venture lees outside the home. The largest families
in the etud)P population of welfare and working mothers-, thole
with seven or more children, are. all on welfare., The house-
hold budget was recorded in the cuetomary categorietof food,
rent, clothing, entertainment; etc. The categories are ar-
ranged according to the division of suppliers of goods and
services rather than according to the social arrangement of
consumption activities within the household. Therefore, they
change in clustera.. Expenditures within the household for
food, home maintenance, etc.'are positively'correlated with
one another.but 'all, as a cluster, are negatively correlated
with expenditures supporting life outside the household, such
as transportation, entertainment, etc. Expenditures focused
tit one or another of these clusters characterize the-tradi-
tionalist and modernizing women.

64
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4,)
The Household Energy Budget

e-,
Finding:' Household energy consumption increases as. technology becomes a more signif-

icant part of social activities.

Comment: Household energy consumption is, here, essentially
electrical, given the fact that the data were collected for
an early summer month. Gas constitutes a minor part of the
commercially purchased energy. The level of

consumption, that is, the monthly utility bill, is rel -d

to income level, physical characteristics of the reside
and the types of t9plisncee it uses. Those items facilit-
tote various social activities. The consumers of energy are
'the social activities, oriented to energy through physical
and technical facilities. Social' activities are the true
independent variables In predicting energrconsumption. The
technical factory are the parameters in the equation.

Howiehold energy consumption increases as familial relations, interactions

focusedund the home, become more diversified--a social complexity factor.

Comment: The presence of children and the extensiveness of
the kin network are measures of the social complexity of the
household. The more roles in the household, a mother, a -

father, achild, etc., the more opportunities exist for in-
teraction among the incumbents of these roles and between
them and other houaeholds. Household energy consumption throng
burning lights,-eooking, and home entertaining intensifies as
kin come and go. When, ay in a'matrifocal household, g fe e

carries all the parentsl/iasks, she is more active. The matri
focal household is relatively more energy consumingthan ar
nuclear family would be

t

th the sem number of meandra.

Finding: As the socisl activities of those occupying family rotes become more

frequent, household energy consumption increases --an intensity factor.

Comment: A personality tendency to be Active ind..--even
aggressive affects the. intensity of social acilvity.of
individuals. This, in tutu, is expressed in greater .

energy consumption. Thus, households headed by a mother
with erelatively more active (than 'passive, as measured
by with a projective test) personality will co umS more
electrical energy. .

finding: Household energy consumption is decreased' to t e extent that social
1

discipline is imposed upon the household--a normative fad or.

.. ,...,

1 ..,
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mment: Energy consumption is reduced when a man, or a
own who assumes male-like roles, is a member of the
household. Women raised in a home with a father and'
women who, in personality, identify with men haVe house-

. holds in which less energy le consumed. The effect of a
male on energy consumption is related to the commitment
of these families to trierchal authority in which the
male is the sour e of authority and discipline in the
hods. Matrifocal homes committed to a patriarchal culture.
lack.the role inc ent representing this order and so are;,
relatively higher consumers of hoUsehold electricity. It
is the imposition of organization or order on household
activities whiih is energyeeductive. Matriarchaliem, if

A deveiopsd in matrifoAal homes, would have a similar effect.

9

Eluding,: As a female head of household assumee an occupational role, she establishes

links to activity outei4. °Energy consumption moves outside the home. This registers

as pslatively lees energy*sumption in; the'household end relatively more outside.

-Comment: As-the .proportion of small hp4seholds increases, the
society. becomes mot *casts, consuming. This is implica-

." tion ore.finding,,stheethan's.di oo finding: Our .finding
is-thatesmall households he a h gker per wita.nonsumpt.
of energy than laeOhous- ide. A societyathat et s giyen
level-of,opulation =gap ies 'households, at the
expertse of large oned7wi consude more energy .in the house-
hold.sectdr. The-society that Multiplies itematrifocal homes

.relative to complete.families-will-consude a larger quantity
of household energy. ,

)
. .

, . % i '',
Finding: houseoid energy 'consumption is traded off for clothing in welfare households.

e
% I .S. MN0 .

Comdint: 'Arrindrease in the, proportionate allocation of a
family fludv!t for eiergy implies s decrease imAertain ex-

: penditures and an increase ip others. The changes occur,
as mentioned above, in clusters of budgetary. .linee. House-

. ' hold energy consumption.ispoaitively associated with expen-
&se for fb9d, belongs to the same cluetir, because both
'reflect an loacteaselpf actliviies within the household. rd

,..

zrolflare households, 'increases in Onargy costs are associated.
reduced expenditure or clofhing and recreational . ,

f

activities; elements! in another cluster, which take place
outside the home. i

4A

The Household Transportation Budget
,

.

.

.

Findlmg: Budgetary commitment to tranaportatiokis proportionately higher for

Werking than for wafers houiLlolds. .
-71
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Comment: Tr ansportation is assessed as the aunt spent fOr .
all nas of travel by all membersof the household. Each
link between family and other institutions imposes a demdnd
on systems of transportation. Transportation, linking.house
hold to educational, health,, and religious and-politicai.in-
stitutions "generates" trips and thereby increases commitment
of household budget to transportation. ,Agtivitits within the
household proliferate as the householdengagea sector after
lector of the world without. These engagements have trade -
portation implications.

(

Finding: Improved transportation systems facilitatt those social and culture

A /

forces which increase household income. A',

Comment: Not having access to transportation restricts
access to jobs and to the social settings wfilchp.lead to
jobs. impoverishment of households results from such a
disengagement between household and economy. Ties to
the economy develop along with a myriad of other rela-
tionships between the household and other social insti-
tutions.tutions.

,
CONTEXTUAL CONSIDERATIONS FOB POLICY DESIGN

Ways of Tbidking About the Problem

Finding: Welfare recipients are sn aggregate and_not'a "community."

Comment' The word "community" suggests people interacting
with one another and, perhaps, even acting in concert,
'concerned with one another and sharing some common Oils
and values. 'Legislated eligibility requirements specifying,
the, attributes of the population in terms of low income,
minor chilared, and,, often, father absent do not'automItic-
all create a,"community." Welfare recipients belong to
subconmunities which also include working women and are

,'organized aroingi.school, residential propinquity or church
membership. The few who act in concert around "welfare
right." issues are an incipient welfare community but ar46

)not representative of those on the rolls.

Finding: Three types of impoveriehed people may be distinguished according to the.

Asocial institutional sourcd of their misfortude: 40 social outcasts, for whom

,

economic success is but one of an array of fOrms of social participation not-

easily available toe them: Their social banishment is s result of theit 1211 pia
.

sr
I.
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outside the regular social stratification :water; of ,8octety; 2) unemployed prole-
.

tartans, ordinarily employed workers who, because of economic conditions, regional

,

shifts in industry, or technological change, are displaced from the labor force.

Their impoverishment is traceable to a mechanism of the social system of production;

3) abandoned dependents. Typically, one or a'few members of's family engage in

economic activity and distribute their income to children, the elderly, the disabled,
4g.--- . .

who are bound to them. These dependents becohe visible to society when the family

transfer system is interrupted.

Comment: A good partof the AFDC poptlaEion consists of outcasiLs
complicated by their being abandoned dependents at the tame time.
Different policy approachea are needed for each of these groups
.consistent with the institutional arrangement producing them.
The outcasts, largely blacks, ar not at the b&tom of the strati-
fication system but are outet it. The lowest leyel would have
a role to play in another a stem. These outcasts are considered
socially useless. Program elements designed for unemployed pro- /

letartans are applied to outcasts; those designed for jobstrainthe
of men are used.for women. Programa treat outcasts aa a relatively
homogeneous group. They are not a group. They may include migrant ,

workers and ragged women carrying newspapers and sleeping outdoors- -
aa yell as- our matrifocal families.

Finding: Poverty, manifest in lack of resources, is very often a failure of families

to participate in the political and religious aa well as the economic life of the

society.

Comment: In an industrial society in which relations of, economic
exchange dominate daily life, the income aspect is isolated and

A.. reified into a definition -of poverty. Other societies, consis-
tent with their cultures, abstract other aspect's of the phenomenon.
Humdu India takes ritual pollution aa the salient characteriatic,
and Medieval Europe reified moral evil and a refusal of salvation
into a characterization of the impoverished. Lowered social
partitipation isha general Condition. In fact, the separation
from other forms of community life makes it quite difficult to
participate in economic life.

Finding: The term poverty, used .to coverall of these situations ecomes leae a

scientific than an ideological term. Rather than offering a diagnosis of a social

68
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ill, it is a rallying cry to the nitionalsconecience, a symbol around which diverse

,

govarnmefital programe,serving diversi populations are coordinated and qontroleed.

Cont:um The term rationalizes Gh 13emedy. If poverty means

lack of resources, the remedy require the riprovisiOn of'
. ;resources throughincompTograms. The term poVerty organizes

thp activities of dominant social groups. It is not a, banner

for the impoverisgiethemselvee, as. their leaderAtip well Mmes.',
.v.

'finding: Manpower policy havbegutito develop around slogan terms which weaken its

effectiveness.

cry Comment: Terms such as "welfare coiMuntiy," "economic incen-
ii7477-"work or welfare," uwo,k versus homemaking," and "man-
power" itself fail to cormaOond to events in the."real" world

. and so constrict the view df program6ptions. They represent
ideas about poverty forgediproughijournalistic diagnoses and
political struggles; Researchers and policy makers are reepon- 4

ding to theme ter* ae if they.orgenize tke empirical data of
poverty and,manpqwer. ecbgrame desighed dn the assumption of
community, such as the_CommUnity Action PtOgrame, are captured
by small groups within the aggregate, that maor may not repre-
sent a Urea number of the welfare dependetits. The design .of

work and welfare leads to ,a policy which indentifiee their
. comma theme -- income source--and ignores the salmi and psycho-

logical differences betty earning and receivtng transfer
'payments. The work vers king contrast suggests the
mutual exclusivity of thee cavities- Many women in the
study population not only do both but like both.

C)1
Pindibg: Work versus we fate falsely dichotomizes ways.f acquilip resources.

QOgiatt: Work and.mpliari'do not exhaust themeans of obtaining
resour es. 'In factt'inheritances, intra - familial transfers,
pen ons,tppraciation of mecuritieso interest on loans,centre-
p euriel polite, rent, alimony, etc., join work and welfare
in an arfty of sources of income -dot to mention gift exchanges,
charity, church welfare fun4s and some illicit forme of income.
Not everyone must work, but everyone must belong to a "fatily"
in which somabni has an income. Welfare mothers often have
earnings, Oracularly is they approach termination of welfare

w A4pandettcy. Work and-wilfareare also not attitudinally ex'
'elusive.. Disapproval of welfare Maydiscourege acceptance of
welfare without inducing interest in'working.

. .4
Findings Money ii overrated ae a wotk inientiie.

-
4 . .

. .
.

Comment: Aasuming.the value of,,,ney as a work incentive,
.

the WIN program of fear Irma durilitrainingo.aimotir
. -

-6,9 . ,
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upgrade earning capacity and does not deduct all earnings ftom
welfare grants. An improyed wage ie a necessary but not euffi-
-cient condition foie A decision to work. The Pursuit of profits

impersonhl calculation), as a motive for business 'activity,
cannot, be general3zed to the pursuit of income as a (psycholog-

. deal) motive fox working. Economic motivation to work is under-
cut by the fact that education beyond early high schoolitfeare
offers but a modest advance in earnings, that wage rates increase.

, littLe following upgrading, and that earnings are more dependent
on the length of time worked than on a change in wage rate.

The meaning of,money depends, among other thj.nge, on what
it done to get it and the purfOses foiwhich it.ia spent. Earn-

,ings of welfare mothers are supplementary and are treated es a
"windfall" to be expanded for vmosual.cdnsumables, For working
mothers, earnings are routine and determine the level of basic

, a expenditure for fbod and rent: Par welfaie mothers, money may
p

lose some of its value as a work incentive after consumption

6
f>
.4 needs have_been met. Porllorkiiig mothers, money is a vehicle

It for facilitating social r atione ohtside the home and a way to
promote sodisl mobility.

Finding: Work versus homemaking for women may offera false choice.

Comment: The organization of work; which separates the workplace
4, and work time from home and faiily time, euggebte their mutual

exclusivity. Theeeparation does not correepand to innate
personally predispositions. Some women prefer to worki others
prefer homemaking, others prefer to do both and.still others would
avoid both exchange for leisure. The belief that a choice is.
innate obscures perceptionf shifts between work and home at
different #tagte of the life cycle or, contemporaneously, on the
part of thCsame person and also obscures the .possibilityof
remunerative work options integrated with the home and home-type
services at the workplace.

.

Finding: Man et policy needs tailoring for women workers.
.emment:. The ter manpower" is, of course, generic and not

sex *pacific. However, manpowfr policy has been evolved in
connection with a male labor lbrce. The concept of at economic

ntiva and lab-Or fo classifications are-suited' more to
thajmotives and wor career of a male than of a female labor
force. A sienific nt proportion of women are "dependently. 4

'employAn (work t few hours or have low wages end are subsi-
A'

. dized) or uinactik ely employed" (temporarily on leave, say,
.

for maternity). Were problems of women 4onaidered in progrim
design, -child cars arrangements/and job training and counseling ,. 0

might hive been to the same federal and localldminis-
trations. ...

*
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Mayo of Thinking About Policies

Finding: Ail social policiesinvhlve the insertion of behaviorel'morms into a

..

situation structuredetructured by o er norms. The expectation le that the mixing of these

two eete of norms will eventuate in some desired eocial'activity. It is a conceptual

error to conceive of the intervention in inetrumentaliet.termez-ae if leverage were :

being applied to a physiial body in accord with the laws of medhanige. The jmage

of targeted intervention ae a lever of change fails to appreciate th'at social change

.

cannot be coerced in this manner. .

.

.
.

Comment: Poverty ie viewed ae a result of sloth, and a change/
. in that behavior is the prdce of support. idato.thp the
N notion adapted from technical systems that application of a

force ft asoint can move a body, we derive an instrumentalist
approath to change and try to induce it by economic coercion
and incentives.

Finding: Income, political power and Jobe are elements of nepied policy. Udder ".

.

the influence of the instrumental approach, each of th'eefactortendi to be isolated
s ,

from context. Each ie a meaningful form of activity when vie*ed in th.e'context of '
. .

.. . , .
the other social relations of the client populatio*

. °
. Comment: Income is a pervasive poixt uf referencein theft '

..

programs., It ie believed that an adjustment in income will
eliminate other manifestations df social differentialift and
even contribute td. family.stability. It is an ieoletk4' ,

i

factor but .4.e reified into a wholeCharacteriatiqn of- oovertf.

. The meaning of income ie a function of the size, age, and sex1
composition of the family,' Grant probamb often take theae .. \

-ilito account. Meaning also ariee with the culture of the .s'A.

family, *a setter not'eseeeeed by moet,progreas.
.

.

. .

.

.% .

r
Power Is another point of reference for welfare pro rams., . - -

4., Community Action Programs were organized around a rhetoric of '', .,
, . .

control. In practiCe, they persuaded public and, rivfte aginc*et .'
3

-Ai to deliver wiendated services, a rather puny substitute for a
redistribution Vr political power,.espaciallY when compared with
'authentic social reAptionary movements of our times. .

.

,/

. The labor merieet ie another poilii
.

.

.

of reference for programi.
..

-44 Training programs are designed to,en nce employability, equating '.
e

emplsiabilitiwith Ability to perfo a taek,.diertgardingtA
into_

:

array of social-relational and attitud al elements woven '. ... -

the fabric of an ocOupetion .
.

-
, i
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.
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The creation of ot opporeinitiee, another approach,
may have little impact n the outcasts unless the jobs are
mutually reinforcing, c ributing to the building of a
work community, Further, distribution of job holders
may not change as new Sobs' e co-opted by regular pro-
lettrians--or by the email mo ile segmeit that has Already

- escape

1

outcast statue.

:

.

71
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FinaLCOmment:' Instrumental nteryegtiona, targeted activities

isolating factors of int

.4%

power, employment an d training are

themeelves,.the problem. The problem is that these

instrumental acts cannot be successful' -in the absence of inte-

grative acts placing them in a context of community led social

consciousness. In partial recognition of this, some programs

are termed comprehensive. Inevitably, this has been a code

ward for linking available government proirams or agencies

responsible for earry ng out these Rrograme. Binding isolated
.

ft

program elements cannot reeve* a community.

;
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MMENDATIONS REGARDING WIN

Recommendation: WIN program effectiveness may be increased by adapting it to four

classes of welfare mothers.

Comment: Certain WIN program provisions, such ae income maintenance,
may-bafapplied uniformly to all husbandless welfare and low income

. working mother,. Eligibility criteria, training proce4ures and the
social iervices offered by WIN ahould be adaptekto, at Tozat, the
four types of AFDC clients discussed in this report --the incompetent,
the adjusted traditionalists, the temporary traditionalists and the
modernizete. The traditionalists ehoiLld be aided to enter the
traditionalist occupations which would involve less of a cultural
contradiction for them.'"rhese include domestic work, teaching and
nursing. The character of domestic service must be upgradurto that
of 48=i-skilled and skilled occupationswith fippropriate labor
organization protection. Entry in white and blue collar office and
industrial Nark should be facilitated for the modernizers. WIN
counselors should be enabled to identify these four types of clients

,by developAng and validating paper and pencil and interview instruments.

Recotmendation: Rehabilitation programs should be developed within the WIN structure

and extended to cover all "incompetent" welfare mothers.

Comient: Vocational;"phyaical and rehabilitation services, already
avrilable for the physically and mentally disabled, Aould be
extended to those on AFDC rolls who are "unemployable" because of
intellectual incompetence and/or psychopathology. Extramural
c4atodial arrangements may be requited for a fro. Others would
benefit from a community health program with provision,for treating
and training the mentally retarded. An "outreach" program should
be established to locate cases requiring rehabilitations Children
of AFDC households, as well as the heads of those...households,
should be eligible. Rehabilitation agencies might take thelead
here but in cooperation with welfare and employment agency person-
nel who should also be trainedto recognize women in need of$these
services. Psychological screening instruments should be incorpor-
ated in the welfare "intake" process Employment and training
programs should piepate some of these individuals for low 'skill
and routine tasksin the agricultural and industtial., the tradi-
tional service and the iublic service sectors for which WIN already
prepares metre competent workers. Government subsidized employment,
particularly during apprenticeships, is recommended ts4encourage
employers to accept theser*orkers. A homesmapagement education
program should be o ered to imptove the quality of the care'pro-
vided to their child , the technique. and standards of their
house care and the of ienqy with-which they mane their home-.
hold budgate

*
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Recommendations Family service programs are needed ar "adjusted traditionalists."

Comment: Adjusted traditionalists should be helped to reestablish
economic independence, primarily, by reestablishing complete tradi-
tional families. This goal may be phrsued ty ieducing the social
isolation of some traditionalist mot el tauraging thet to
interact more with neighbors and par4 n community'institu-
tions such as the schools which thei '4h 1 an attend. Advice,
funding, and if. necessary, legal- ai 1:1061 be offered'to help
them maintain residential stabilit Wise:supplements adjusted
to the number of dependent childremight.be.offered the'father/
husband to enable,hiaa to meet hislamily-i0kionsibilities. The
husbandless working mother Could also enjoy these.dependengy
supplements. Such supplemeits require financing' through a govern-
ment wee fund. Such a fund might be established under the Social
Securitj Administration.

A

ndation: Work training efforts of WIN Ihtiuld concentrate on "traditionalists
.

/-
in transition to modernization." ,

. .

Comment: Job service energiea are more efficietftly expended on -
thosetzeditionalists in transition to modernization than on
adjusted traditionalists. Opportunities for 'WIN trsining.and
placement services as well as child care,pevices shojild be
given on s priority basis for these families. the
constraints cited below,Iwork requirements elbould_be
enforced for this class of .welfare dependents. 'Group coup-
seling should be contiAbouety available to these women to help,
them cope with the psycholo Leal:strain which accompanies the
cultural change o modernize Deferments from work training
should be granted readily to tilos mporarily out of the labor
force because of their stage in the life cycle. 4-This would
release training resources for others. At the same time,, work
traping should remain-available/on s voluntary basis to upgrade
skills and ease their return to work at the appropriate time.

RecomMendation: Jobs should be available to "modernizers4 and with government

subsidy or in public serVlce,whan required.

4,

Comment: Work opportun les mu:5,ontinue.to be of be made , V
available for modgrniz 8. -Mil sot *Pi. e subsidized, employ-

- meat, government-hubsid dependency llowarices aqd work in
the public seCtor. 4Ita higalylot-$49ted-to wgFiso modernizers'

/ unemployment and.welf ependOnce liemore a problem of the job
market than of their te ..' t lOcation is 'one of the
job MarketProblems. ;rod pottunities which retard the
modernizing await be; e 44 theielppkt 9n worker culture
andpetsopal competettias. should be,stiscouraged'both for moderni-
.zee and for agile in ttansitioh4thdmeItic service, for instance,

-
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should he avoided in favor of work in the indusrtial and commer-
cial sectors. Routine taste and those of the lone employee at
the workbench should be aftided in favor of tIamsork.

Recommendation: Successful modernizers should be advertised a elite role aide

for those in earlier phases of modernizing. Some working mothers are prototypical

modernizers and might be displayed,through*appropriate publicity and honorific

citations for their accomplishmelits.k.
0

Comment: An Americaultedapt'atioh of the StakhanovitemAccept is
Lworth considering. The cultural from which of these

women came is distruitful of the world of work and its rewards.
That setting also promotes suspicion of women who leave their

homes to work both becaisse'they pay be exposed to men and because
they may neglect child care. -

Recommendation: Voluntary deferment from WIN and similar work training programs

should be granted nearly automatically in the case of hualmndlese bothers with

four or more children.

Comment: A large family is a prima'facie indicator of 11
traditionalist life style. As stated avove.a special
'employment program tailored for traditionalist women is
indicated. Jobs with flexible' working time should-be

11:idered here. Opportunities to modernize through
training and'job placement, aspurrently provided

in WIN, should remain available.

'I- 4.,

'Recommendation: Retain the policy of "encouraged" work but with carefur consideration

of job assignmeht in the light of types of candidates.
AI

Codment: A compulsory work requirement cannot be justified
on economic groupds alone. The low productivity and unde-,
pendability of chapulsory labor., which accrue `as a cost to
the eeKoyer, together with the cost of pub41cly spenscred
child care, especially when there are several children,
exceed the cost of welfare. The encouragement of work,
already part of WIN legislation, should be retained for the
salutary effect of appropriate labot oh the social aid.
intellectual development of the ilgiyidual and the encour-
agement it gives these who are malllaisimg. The encourage-
ment of iork should be part of a genaralprogram'for in-
creasing female participation'in the lab?eforie. The work

I
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as wilirzalheit not subsidized to the same degree. That \,,'

these sodlal supports return welfare mothers to economic
indeoendence, thus relieving community fund:4.i* not the
only argument in their favor. Their contribution to rais-
ing the quality of lives is eh even stronger arguient.
This contribution is not class related. . i-

f .
,

Recommendation: Children shove fourteen in supported families should beacheduled

for work training and job placement during summers and/or alter they terminate

,

regular schooling.

Commeat: The effort to stem.ths..intergenerational trans-
mission oUpoverty should begin with attention to the entire
household ---not simply to the welfare mother. Consistent with
the findings above, vocational training should be associated
with academic education for any child able to behefit frog
it Holding a job is not simply a matter of,learaing'the
skills. It requires the more extensive acculturation of the

'tlibiral arts and social' studies curricula.

Recommendation: Support cottage industry.

Comment: Stottags industry should be encouraged and subsidized
as a way df enabling the traditionalist mother to be wows,
ically self-maintaining while monitoring her children. While
not competitive with factory production, the economic,efficiency
of cottage industry,ohpuld be assessed in the light of its con-

0 trihution t o t hltrelopment of the worker as well as for the
value of the pr t. Cottage industries should not be limited
to traditional handicrafts but should include a rage of occu-
pations consistent with the technical arrangements og,a home.
Possibilities might include a-teleOine answering service;' a
small appliance repair shop and=beauty shop, among others. - 4,

The crafts associated with homesteading should play On important
role here. This tight include, for instance; the, 44i1Aftw
glazing, and tinsmith trades needed to retrofit homes. of' the- .

impoverished with flat plate solar' collectors as part of an
energy conservation programi. This craft training should be
avai101e to women. Cottage industry in which several neighbors

ate should be encouraged. « .

+IN

lecosmendation: Extend the "voucher" prnIzema to additional people and purposes.

Comments Vouchers, such as food stamps and housing, allowances,
which subvert low income working add welfare households should
be available, as well, for clothing, the improvement of living
conditions and support. This might reduce the tendency.orsOme
working families to trade food Or clothing and of some welfare
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must contribute to th mother's self development as well as
to the welfare of society. When work is considered in a

broader societal role, self development'and societal develop-
ment are correlative Achievements. It is when work is thought
of narrowly in termeof its contribution to produCtivity in
the enterprise, that.it opens the way for degradation and
exploitation of the worker. The' work. setting should meet the
conditions, called for above,.which promote modernizing.
Domestic service, for instance, does not ordinarily meet this
requirement. Where the work is nit productive for the
employer, subsidized employment should be srranged. Other-
Ivise, a program of encouraged employment would simply move
the coat of maintaining this population from the public
assistance budget to that of private industry.

Recommendation: The benefits of labor are not limitqd to welfare mothers and should

!'be extended to middle class and other low income women.

Comment: This is a variant on one of our fundamental recom-
mendations that the fight against poverty cannot b successful
if limitedosp impo4erished populationp. Two strodl special
reasons sOfiport this recommendation. it is neither
moral nor politically reasonable to support a different atti-
tude toward work for women according to their socioeconomic
status. It is not reasonable to tout motherhood as the
highest virtue in subUrbia while having a comulaory work role
for impoverished women in the center city. Second, work is a
contribution to the social and' intellectual development of
people. This benefit shoup not be denied middle class women
or women in complete familiet. Such a program, already Wig-
lated in part, should be developed in cooperation with the
vocational educstiOn programme mentioned above, with continued
enforcement of equal employment opportunity legislation, with
the development of child care services with educational content
and witLeppropriate public education programs about women in
the labor force. This solution is not recommended forlhor-
oughlyvaditionaliat mimeo whether impoverished of middle class.
The culftral break 'would be too expensive to the individual
suffering it and to the society. Compulsory enforcement of a
work requirement against strong cultural resistance can create
martyrs and abet social tensionespecially if it discriminatle
by economic level. :

Recommendation: Programs in domestic management,.consumer education and protection,

family planning and family life, and".VoCstional education as well as child care

should ndt be limited tolow income matrifochl families.
IF

Comienti These services' should ,pe available to loV income

working mothers and middle income "there 4n completorgemilies
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families to trade housing for food. The vouchera have been ,

thought-of in terms of freedom for the client to select goods
and services. These choices have been'and should continue to
be a matter of negotiation between the client and the WIN
staff member. The voucher system allows s selection of
vendors within the agreed category. it should be used for
maintaining quality vendor service. Food vouchers should be
designed to disco age the purchase of uneconomical packaged
and processed good'. Low consumption end poor consumption
result not only from low income but from foolish expenditure
practices. These efforts should not to limited to the welfare
ant working poor population.q The general intent of these .

"voucher" recommendations is not to reduce basic stipends but
td.offer in-kind assistance as s means of guiding consumer.
practices in ways promotive of child welfare. Thus, the
voucher program shouldtbe viewed as.part of s'consumer educa-
tion program.

Recommendation: Consumer education and consumer protection efforts should be built

into agency programs to supplement diiect subvention of consumption.

Comment: These effortet too, should not be limited,to the,.
welfare population.: teeming how twnegotiate in the com-

4

mercisl environment for appropriate products, time-payment
and interest schedules and banking services, among others,
is as important as programs designed 'to provide income.

/)

Recommendation: Day care should be provided to mothers who want to work even if their
t

4

occupational "status is not high enough to cover the costs. The rationale for day

care must be that the program is beneficial to children and that the mother's. employ --
.

ment can contribute,to,her own and her children's cultural growth.

0

Comment: ,Institutionally provided day care costs some MOO
per year per child. The government, has been rather careful
about supervising the health standards and accounting practices
but less rigid about the curriculum. The curricular aspects are'
probably best dealt with.by encour4ging dey-care centers located

in schools and churchs --not simply using their buildings.but
Wising educationally involved with their programs.
41 4

' Recommendation: Federally sponsored child bare centers should not be preferred over

41.,-

locally sponsored ones.

Comment: Child care should e promoted under varied managerial
' arrangements. While Were ly established centers should be`
supported, centers managed by private individuals, churcherand
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4N. .

other community organikat4ons should dot have a lower priority
eithetior subsidy or for publicly aseigied utilization (as
sueeesaid in so*legisletive Proposals). The.:es quality

.standards should met by all: Local educational authorities
should be encouragedto include supervision of child care
facilities within their regular school supervision program.
The federal govemnment might support this extension of locaI--.
sclucationel responsibility; .Child dare arrangements at or
near pleas of work'should te'encouriged and, subsidized. . In
the cans of large industry, child ears facilities might -be

'pai't of an industrial park.

Recommendation: Sams'adjustervradirionalisis eight offer their homes as small

neighborhood child cars centers for the children of working women.
I1

Comment: Foster care for children lacking a decent home
environment might be offered in these settings as well.
Infant careAservicing ages 1-3) might be offered by some
traditionalist mothers in their own hoii4e under the super
vision of a visiting"nurse. These women'and their homes-
should be certified by local agencies as adequate. This
is a form o &labor force participation by these women.

RECOWHENDATIOIS FOR AIDC,AS WELL AS OTHER POPULATIONS

'4,

LaboOForce Participation

1 .4

Recommendation: Employment training, placement services, and job guarantees should

be provided for the fathers ii intact families as well as for the mothers in broken

faMilies%.
4 '

Comment: The father's stability of employment contribUtes

to marital stability. The greater instability of employ-
ment and income among black fathers is the primary cause
of the instability ofblack.marriages. '

Racommandation: Transfer paymen,,should be offered to intact as rell as

broken families.

COmment: Huchaid.le-evailable to those classified here as
hha"unewployed proletariat" through unemployment compensa-

tion programs. These should be extended to the outcasts who'
may not only lack Jobe but other, forms of social participation.
as vell. Public agencies should try to prevent that poverty
which causes 'marital dissolution' rather than waiting

for marital dissolution to generate the cases.

79
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Recommendation: Public agencies that upgrade the employment and.occupatIonal

ststus'of the mother in intact fax/lies should, at the same time, upgrade the

employment and occupational statue of the father.
.

Comment: The nother's regular employment is not a threat to
the father's family position or marital stability unless the
father is not regularly employed. More importantly, public
policy should be to upgrade the employment and occupational
status of heads of intact families--generally fathers, as well
ail heads of broken families', generally. mothers.

Recommendation: In broken families in which the mother's occupational statue is low,

special efforts should be made to upgrade its status in current programs.

Comment: The mother's regular employment contributes to the
71477;ducational achievement in all families, intact or
broken, if the mother's occupational atatus is moderate or
high. In bioken families, most of the adaptations to the
family's privation, the mother's regular employment, reliance
on child support from the absent father 0; on financial support
from her'relati,es, and perhaps even rellance'on private cnarity
are preferable to a dependence on public welfare in their influ-
ence on the son's later achievement. This is an argument for
moving from programs which maintain a household at to current
economic level to.piograms designed to "break the cycle of
poverty"--as the optimistic slogan of the Johnson era pet it.

Recommendation: The Employment and Training Administration should concentrate on

facilitating provision of work training by private vendors or by prospective employers

rather than on maintaining its ova training programs.

Cont;mme Effective training programs *Include those.offered
by the ArihdPorces and certain private employers. Such
programs are Affective in promoting bdth short term and
long term socioeconomic advantages for their trainees. -

Being already on the job, they must master the skills to
remain on the job, and they will have some job security
they succeed in the programs.11The close connectionfbetween
their training and their careers contributes to their .

motivation to succeed. The Employment and Training Admin-
istration can impetus its programs by connecting them with
jobs both in the pricht-and public sectors.

4

Recommendation: It should continue'to be a matter of notional policy that earnings

'differentials which correlate only.with sex and race should be eliminated.
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Consent: An employment and training program calanot be effective,
sspecial"y,ii,dealing with the problems of the "outcasts," if it
is not associated with an economic and ci41.1 rights program.. At
present, the coAs'of unemployment and underemployment due to
discrimination appear in the national budget for income maintenance.

V

Esc ation: It is not sufficient to increase the skill level of, the unemployed .

recipients. Wider socialization policies should be pursued in order to increase

the attractiveness of these recipients to employers.

Comments To hold a job it is necessary but not sufficient to,
be able, to per the teaks required. It is also necessav o6

45i
be committed to e idea of work, disciplined in its performance,
able to relate, some limited way, to fellow employees and
supervisors. All of these are product of a wider educational
program than simply skiliNtx . The cure of the piogram
should be humanistica teaching of tile central values of our
Western culture. Within this Conte the technical teaching of
Skills has its place.

s.,

1 .:,

4
lecommendation: The benefits of education in inc ing chances of employment vary

with the environment. The effect of education is dimi;Ished as a poor economic

envitomment.

Comment: Educational piograms should be tailored with g range
labor force participation in mind. The principal training eed

* is not that which may be reSuired by anapeteral market sit ion.

However,.within'thie framework, specific skill training should e

adjusted for market conditions. The government may consider a

_high unemployment. 'his would reduce pupply and so improk
policy for removing workers from the'labor market in times of

the bargaining position of labor. Those removed should not be
added to the unemployed. The time should be exploited for addi-
tional edication--upgrading, the learning of new skills, etc.
The funds currently being expended for unemployment compensation
could easily provide for education ft the same time that they
subsidize the unemployed.

Macoimendition: Government agencies should promote politibal and other Hof
IO

social pirtieipation of individuals in low income as well as other urban areas.

Coiments Voting and citizen participation in institutions,
including social service agencies, are'beneficial not only
for the Influence they may have on ,these institutions but
for the social expetlece,persons gain it participating.

.4
o .

.. ,,
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The failure of the outcasts, es defined in this study, to
maintain rinks to the econom7 is' associated with the lack
of links to community Mein general. Greater integration
into Community provides both the culture for job 'holding .. .

.

.

sand interaction occasions for job finding. e

.
.

Social and Kinship Networks -

Recommendation: Government and training polio l i,should work,41th the 'Octal and

familial networks 10 which man and involved.

Comment: These networks provide an efficient end "effective
system for the distribution of investment of varioda kinds
of resourcesmoney, in -kind resources, information about
jobs, etc., including resources provided by public funds.
"snowball" techniques might be used to involve several net=
work- Limbers simultaneously in family aerrUir;esq4oreent and
training programs.

Recommendations Sociarnetwork oriented program, if properly structured, can be

effellkive, politically aiceptablelend legally valid.,

Comment; Political and legal problems must be anticipated .

Social network programs might be seen,as invasions of the
privacy of individuals' families, in particular, and of
their sociocin l environments, in general. This constitutional
problem be mat by making participation in the programs
voluntary, establishing them as one option among several.
Other'legal and.political-problems may arise. The provi-
sion of an option of voluntary, selection. may not overcome
the charge that the programs discriminate by 'vial cliss.
Sone neticork and social partiCipation characteristics miry
by class. Provision of equal resources to each, person in
training or other programs may neutralize charges df
crimination. Effects of the programs may be greater for
persons with more supportee networks.

,.#

laccemeildations Training programs and other services should ba'adjusted according

to the st4gth of the in networks of the candidates. .'
,

Pamily.networks may promote achievement and t,"
le attitudes toward work. Friendship networks

1"
cons tins of workers Ore helpful, but thoss-bonsisting
of pee end/or present' welfare recipients hinder achiiiii-
sent. ividuals should be treated. differently depending

. on the characteristics of their networks. Families that
4 can be assisted in helping their members may free agency,

resources to heli.ihoss without supportive networks. , ...
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Recommendation: GoFernment should help a mother maintain positive ciinneptions with.

s.

her network of relit/veil-0and ifieddt when condideiing housing and employment programs.

Comment: There are etrengthe'in black extended fimilibe. This

is especially 'so when they contain persons with occupational -

skills or contain persons who can provide child care to perm$t
the mother to seek employ ept.or to upgrade het skills through
*Kirk treining. The agemdi should be'careful about atm:gement°
that might disengage iidividualb ffom their friendship end kin-

uetworks.
A

.
.

t Recommendatioly Special efforte'shouRff be made to help those whose social networks
, , . *

b liefforts to reduce thein eivier socioeconomic' development. This might include effo-7,- , .
,

auence of these networks --but such a step should be taken only after careful review.
. *4 .

O O

Contmme: Networks containing pest and/or present weffere,
,

icicUsnteeibit achievement and vitiate pro-work ett*tudet..
'Hen detect for government finaeced training may well hive
.dich welfare networks. Men itlici would:001th welfare networks

need to be: -compeniated for the diecourigingeffect of their
'dial environments. . r.

. :

\-- '.
N. A . .. , 4 , N A, .

lidividuale with no rietwoas at 41 should receive spea.al. services
. ?

Recommendation: it
,0 which help them-find and develop netwbika;

Co nt: Small -641:esprogramapnithcsmodel'oi.Civilian Con -+

serval on Corps might be eetiblisked, pot as the generel*-,
method of upgrading occupations end other skills but as pert
of a speCiaiatort.to support iidiyidbals with, no retable

o

netwOrke..' urthermorep.to.enab/4 childrah to dbvelop etsiorks,

thegovornment may went to consider support of fobter caret .
edop Iva:* emall_group home piograma: . Agencies ahohlccon-
i to examine the problem of institutionalization ofrehi2-
on Oto.ers delincliont,',ebotioial/y 4ieturbed, mentally retarded,

or devilopmentally disabled. AgenCiei should also examine the
optimal forms of care ironon-ibUtitutioeal family-like settings:

4.4 tt
MaintsnaPoi of,pCiptet% Families

4 '

4

. Recommendation: Gionerally,'fromAhe perspective of, the economy, adolescent marriage

and Ehildbeiiing should be.discourtgied; bu isp4liese or serious relationships.

that are formedrtheir stability should be afeguard
s . . k

, 1 .

SOM,int: AU'iMpOrtaat means to this end is a rantee of regular
employment:. Social services may be used aupplemeptarily.to preserve.

. ..
,

.0.. ._
. 0

.
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marital and family stability. fremaritel childbearing should
be placed more within the conecivils voluntary control.of
oath through the provision of sex !Oration for adoleedene

well se females.

Recomandation; Training and welfare programs should inite effort, to facilitate

.

.

N

family planning among adolescent couples.

Comsat: Earlysparenthoodtepreepee mew's and women's socior
economic positions. Programs fofadolescents, should, where
feasible, operate through the public schooldt among ler
organizations, to mai:India their impact.

Itt
0.

Necommendationtr Establish a WIN.program focusing on the stailizing,of.fercious

adolescent reiktionehiie.
1

1,

te.

00 Comment: This prdiram should combine counseling and program
manatzmint expertisiim young marriages and young motherhood,. 0,
Components of the progtam should deal wits marital-relazOnal
problems', such as those involiing.adultery and sexual adjuat!ni,
and with psychological stremereactioaa, such as those invol
ving. drugs and alcohol. Tfttprogram should emphaeizelouth
employment training gor the aales

, I
*P

RicommIndationt;plOymeat tad oporupatippal status. of the young fathers should be

t).0
Almada! whereihdicated before-the marriagefails.

t 4
Comment: Employment is a key to the stlibility.of.young find/Lee.
No father 'should be considered'imrelevant to the famtWe sta-
bility maims he is grossly unwilling to contribute to,hiaAimily.,

. .
. 4`4*--).., 7 i

..,
. i

r
Household BUdgeta

01":-- f. .

2119cia , % .
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ReoMmendation: Job traiaimg, planners should take
dig
account of employment impacts

4 1

I .

of future, energy "shortfalls."
.

'Comsat: 'Occu *time' projectione.ueed as a basis for Sob'
teal:gag and jdb totinseling should take into accost thi
100107Lett impacte of future merit/ "ehirtfalle."-Analysla
of the effects of energy4llocetion and price changes on Jobe
in the winter of 1973-74 would be a good base for suelplinr
ning., The opployment implications of an energy shortfall'

were painfilly obvious in the witlter of 197i when a gasoline

4« 4'

.
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shortage became aiource of a trucker's strike: Deltyery delays
caused production cutbacks. Jobe which depended on recreation .

and traydl were In doubt within # few weeks. Job training .

progress' were pressed to shift their curricula away from the e

energy-voracious occupations. ,Funds for unemployment compensation
might well have disappeared.

picosmandaam: Emplorent'end,valfare-policies. shOUld'consider socidi arringements,
) \,, .

in thithousihold Ind In. workplace &they affect'energy consumption.
. .

Comment: Energy rationing andenergy.conservation.policy
prop ale ire framed as if the control-of energy consumption

~'were a ratter of channiling physical commodities. It is, /
.

rather; a matter of regulating social activities Which ..
.--- implicate energies'. The cultural variables of traditionalism- .

and modernising, as used In this study, are predictive of the . 0

..,
I

use of qlectircity in the *Re!.. 'Thf....tra040n4ist_head.of,41_.....::___
I%household consumes more-eneget home And relatively less X .

outside the home. Meirifocal families have-a higher peKcepita
consumption than complete fanilieidt the seme Wow, level. v

.

The multiplication of matrifocal households incressestheIlk .

aggisoste of energy requirements for IouiehoIds iuhe comm.-. 4

city. Since tap households here die also imiwerishedi the . . .

aggregatiiinciale is likely to be negated' -However, the'
. relatisay greater energy coos to individual houtieholds .

increases the difficulty of removing them frog poverty. ,

4

s.

1

A contraction in the availability of eudigy will impose-
r ...

a.straii on (mem dependent 'social activities. kitniicyr..

for mandbing undef thesetircumdtancdt mist begin by Opecriki: . e. .'

., Eying the links titween social activities and'energy. .
.

6

.4

-.precarious under tkese conditions both because of a tighter.
labor market and bdteuse increased allergy costs are refracted

no economic viability of the low income populetionje

_...__

,0. f
, ,

1

lavalmost every confer-of the "br basket." Increased.

. ,

costa 016 industrial;commerc and transportation sectors . hy.

Nile Snow household energy costs.. Th impoverished suffer die -r s . .
.

prOpOrti,00404 tromvising costs. f energy.
..- . .

4(10
.

.

o

,Pacomandationt Employment and welfare policy must be develop

national energy policy and the appropriate organizationg mechanisis esteklished

4

indent with a-

for doing this;
. '

w,
..

o f
Cont:ms Thieimight.be aisCussed by an interdepartmental

FEsa stifien the. Departments of Laborynd Energy. c.
.. Since ce energy conservakon polio -Way have a '

deleteri us feet on eiplorenti%the terests of the two
46,

,
. departmpnt moron always coincide--bu there is no escaping

therinterdependence of their policies.

. 85
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van service can go far to,halp withrthier problem. The taint
' committee light ale); deal with issues of labor relations'in
.* the transportatioi eysten.

.--v

LONG RANGE IDEAS .

4 .

..,.

, .

Recommendation: Selactt limited categOrfamong the outcasts aka potential foclus
110

of efforts to develop community,.

Comment: .The development of community is the key to the solution
.2-ig-problemla impoverishment Among the social outcasts --jlist
as labor force and economic policy is primamfor dealing with
the unemployed proletariat and measures which stabilize family
relations for dealing with the abandoned dependants;. The sense
of community rests on-participation by households in economic,
political, religious, healing, educational, family, etc., acti-
vinieo, .The first requirement is this multi.directid'participa-
tion.. The second is that those institutionalbspluaresin which ,

penple.participat cohere and reinforce one another. The outcome
is a feeling of lidarity among the households and amoig,tha
slashers of thos Jelusseholds :Blacks in northern cities, though a
heterogeneous opulation, may beta good candidatcOopulatien for
this effo t community development. The wood stop ,is to %

select, not an occupation, but en industry as tbo, foCus of employ-
ment and training efforts, By concentrating on k single industrial
sector, a set of linked occupations, w4444 link their incumbenti,
could be developed, The -key term is the search for aewittegrativen
matrix as a Context for the discrete pencils suggested above, ,

4

4

This may seem, onihe surface, to be a segregetionist
safroactu Sowevers'without a firm unity structure and a
c'ul'tural base, we may have cultural dominance but not integration.
.The government is hampered in in integrative approach. Questions
of religion ark excluded from he purview of government for con -
etitutional reasons and queettbe of the family order for reasons
of the politics of a pluralistic society. Traditionally, social -
structural change has involved.thoredistribution.of povd through
political revolution, something no government would encoptage, or

.bas been achieved through_ religious prophecy,and the Charismatic
'commitment around it. The basic thrustoethe Civil rights pro-
grasps is integrative; a move toward inirkasing the moral conscious -

4, Rosa of society with respect to its outcasts,r These forms of
social actton deal, with the relfttionshipk among members and groups
in tha,society and they deal with culture:

'4,. ,
.

Recosmaaation: .Transpigtatlion, perhaps motor transportation, in particulir, is a
r .

.

candidite iadustry,-

. .

vt I $.7
I
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CoMment: This - is an industriwiasigiifica601 .invest-
ment and public regulation, and one that 'hungers Io the
additional investment that employment and training fukdingu
would bring it The occupations within the industry ma draw
both men and termed and include drivers of public transp sfa-.
tion, iruckeis, the. operators of public transit; ad i olve
passenger and koodchauling'andpland6g, maintenancepPere-

'-tionavand, perhaps ala$ sales and manufacturing." This -would
. support-an integrated transportation cultwte'in Which mobility

is possible. TheparticuLar industrial cultured can then'ieach
a thrahhold_in the'impoveris* community, have a.collectee \
effect and contribute, to s tradition to be handed dowil 'fro.
generation to generation. This concentration in a single
sector would give the poor political-economic bargainiigapower.

Cu ent policies that concentrate on the neighborhood
resident community are-following a logic similar to that
offered ha . In that case. the integration is sought across
industrial occupational sectors but around the community
of a smell. residential area.

Reco=iendation: The government might ibtablish a long rangeplanning office to
.*

.

consider. some'?f these issues.

Comment; Thin office mfrght be oaf* by manpower and welfare
prOfessionals and, in (ddition, by akial philosophers, poli-
tical theorists, and social scientists. These are 'he forms
Af.scholarship needed to arrive so sfIndamental theory of
poverty and of ways to ameliorate it. consistent with our social
values. This office could explore wayh of developing a wider
interagency:authority for program planning. She authority and
expertise for planning-on poverty end employmefit and the asOci-
sted teas. detailed in these recommendations is scattered. '4
through theliideral establishment. Agaciei concerned with
special problems of women, child and Watt care facilities,
rehOilicative. services, vdcativnal education, damestic manage- -
meat and home economics, and consumer education and protection,
as wall as employment and training should be considered. A
prbgr planning group, concerned with the development of ati-
vities Apecifiedifh these recommendations,' Ihould include re
SOUtatiVe9 of these agencies. 4aspothiglity.for implanianti g
the suggesied.piogrems shoardt, however; itthe laic analysis,
be diffused shohg so ban/ etacils.. .
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